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Abstract

This diploma thesis is based on the need for testset data in the TreeBio project funded by the
FWF. For this reason, a nal project at the higher technical college HTL Kuchl was initialized
and accompanied by me. Three pupils from the HTL Kuchl successfully processed the project
in the school year 2013/14. Within this project log end images of 172 logs were captured at
two dierent sawmills. All log end images were annotated using an annotation tool which was
especially developed for this project and within this thesis. In the practical part of the project
the pupils performed a statistical analysis of relationships between log end face measurements
and log shape measurements.

The results provide interesting insights which are valuable for

log quality estimation considerations.

The acquired testset data already served as basis for

two scientic publications. Furthermore, the developed annotation tool has also been utilized
for the annotation of further testsets and the acquired groundtruth database was utilized in
most of the experiments within the TreeBio project.

keywords
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I

Zusammenfassung

Ausgangspunkt für diese Diplomarbeit war das fehlen von geeigneten Testdaten für das FWF
geförderte Projekt "TreeBio". Aus diesem Grund wurde an der Höheren Technischen Lehranstalt
(HTL) Kuchl ein Abschlussprojekt für Schüler/innen initiiert und später als Kooperationspartner begleitet.

Das Abschlussprojekt wurde von drei Schülern der HTL Kuchl im Schuljahr

2013/2014 erfolgreich durchgeführt und mit einer Abschlussarbeit sowie einer Abschlusspräsentation beendet. In diesem Abschlussprojekt wurden Stammendbilder von 172 Baumstämmen
in zwei unterschiedlichen Sägewerken aufgenommen. Alle Stammendbilder wurden, mit einem
eigens für das Abschlussprojekt entwickelten Annotierungstool, annotiert.

Die statistische

Auswertung der Zusammenhänge zwischen Stammend- und Stammformmerkmalen führt zu
neuen und für die Stammqualitätsbeurteilung wertvollen Ergebnissen. Die entwickelte Annotationssoftware wurde auch für die Annotation weiterer Datensätze verwendet und die daraus
resultierende Datenbank, mit Grundwahrheiten der Stammendmerkmale, wurde in fast allen
Experimenten des TreeBio Projektes verwendet.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

Wood log traceability is a constraint to solve economical, ecological, social and legal issues.
From an economic point of view tracking of wood logs is required to map the ownership of
each log. Furthermore, in the past two decades social aspects have become more important
and sustainability certicates like Pan European Forest Certication (PEFC) and Forest Stewardship Council (FSC) are a must have for all end-sellers. Regarding ecological issues, illegal
logging and deforestation are driving forces of the climate change.

Actions against illegal

logging led to regulations like the European Timber Regulation, the U.S. Lacey Act and the
Australia Illegal Logging Prohibition Act (see

www.forestlegality.com).

Currently, various wood log tracking approaches exist which all show up dierent pros and cons
for dierent elds of applications in the timber based industries. Such approaches range from
simple methods like punching, colouring or applying batches to more sophisticated methods
like DNA ngerprinting and the usage of Radio Frequency Identication Transponders (RFID)
Tzoulis and Andreopoulou (2013).

In the industry just approaches which rely on physically

marking each log are utilized. Another approach assumes that wood logs are separable identities based on their intrinsic biometric characteristics. Investigations on the hypothesis that
logs are separate entities on the basis of biometric log characteristics were presented in the
works of Chiorescu and Grönlund (2003, 2004); Flodin et al. (2007, 2008a,b), which show up
the high potential of biometric log recognition.

The approaches presented in Chiorescu and

Grönlund (2003, 2004); Flodin et al. (2008a) utilized 2D and 3D scanners to extract geometric
wood properties.

On account of the fact, that wood logs oer features on their end faces in terms of annual
rings, pith position, shape and dimension images log end faces can be used as biometric
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characteristic for log recognition.

Images containing a cross-section (CS) of a wood log are

denoted as CS-Images throughout this thesis. A biometric log recognition system based on log
end images could be used to track the ownership from the forest based industries to further
processing companies. Another application is to discover illegally harvested tree logs based on
CS-Images of their stumps Barrett (2008).

This thesis is based on the need for log end image datasets which are suited to perform
investigations on the identication performance of a biometric log end recognition system.
Based on that need a nal project for pupils of the higher technical college HTL Kuchl was
initialized and accompanied.

1.1 Project - HTL Kuchl
As graduate of the HTL Kuchl, who also had the great opportunity to conduct such a project
within the last year of my secondary school education (2002-2003), we had the idea to initialize
a project within the FWF project entitled

Traceability of Logs by Means of Digital Images

(FWF

TRP project 254). Thanks to DI Erwin Treml and Dr. Karl Entacher three motivated pupils
conrmed to work on this project.

Figure 1.1:

Project Team: Alexander Sampl, Michael Geistlinger and Michael Schober

The project ocially started at the end of the school year 2012/2013 and was nished by a
nal presentation in Kuchl in May 2014.

Based on our need for a testset database and the

input/ ideas of the two project advisor's (Erwin Treml, Karl Entacher) the goals for the project
were dened:
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Create a representative database of wood log end images from dierent wood logs suited
for research purposes.



Annotate wood features which are visible on wood log ends.



Elaborate dependencies between log end features and wood log anomalies which are
relevant for log and wood quality assessment.

This thesis is subdivided in two parts:

Part I introduces topics relevant for log end image

analysis and biometric log tracking and summarizes related scientic literature. In Part II the
schedule and foregoing of the conducted project as well as the gathered results are presented.

Part I
Theoretical Background

4

5

The majority of the theoretical part of this thesis was already published by myself in
my master thesis (Schraml, 2013).

I declare that this content is my own intellectual

property (for comparison I refer to Schraml (2013)).

Where appropriate, content was

added, deleted, restructured and revised so that the content presents the theoretical
background related to the topic of this diploma thesis.

The rst part of this thesis contains a theoretical work-up related to cross-section image
(CS-Image) analysis and biometric wood log tracking.

First, Chapter 2 introduces dierent

CS-Image analysis tasks and for each task a literature overview is provided. Subsequently, in
Chapter 3 a possible denition for log traceability (Section 3.1 and 3.2) is introduced rst and
second an overview on common and state-of-the-art traceability methods 3.3) is presented.
Finally, Chapter 4 introduces biometric systems (Section 4.1) and provides a structured review
on research related to biometric log tracking (Section 4.2).

Chapter 2
CS-Image Analysis

The increasing industrialization of sawmills in the 1990's presented new challenges to existing
processes.

Requirements such as higher process speeds, better yields and lower costs con-

tributed signicantly to the development of new wood log scanning devices and algorithms for
further processing the acquired data.

For example, the rst fast (120m/min with 190 rpm)

and robust industrial CT-Scanner was developed recently within the CT Pro Project in 2010
Giudiceandrea et al. (2011, 2012).

Within the project, among other things, investigations

on knot detection Johansson et al. (2013); Breinig et al. (2012, 2013) and log positioning
Berglund et al. (2013); Fredriksson et al. (2014b,a) were presented. Actually, a few of these
scanners were produced and are already installed in sawmills, i.e.

in Germany, France and

Chile. Research showed that CT scanning in combination with an exact log positioning at the
saw intake increases the value of each log up to about 20% Berglund et al. (2013). It can be
expected that the number of sawmills equipped with a CT-Scanner increases rapidly.

CSs in log end images or CS-Images captured with a CT scanner show features which provide
valuable information for log processing. First, Section 2.1 presents wood basics and introduces
features visible in CS-Images. Subsequently, in Section 2.2 applications and research related
to CS-Image analysis are presented.

2.1 Wood Basics
This section presents facts on wood as raw material and introduces features shown in wood log
CS-Images. Although European and Austrian tree species share some basic anatomic features,

6
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These dierences have to be considered for

the development of CS-Image analysis applications.

2.1.1 Wood Anatomy
Worldwide more than thousand tree species are known.

In Austria, about twenty-ve tree

species are of economic interest. Generally, Austrian and European tree species are subdivided
into softwood and hardwood tree species. Macroscopic and microscopic features identify each
tree species.

Microscopically there are major dierences between the anatomy of hardwood

and softwood.

Following, some macroscopic features and related basic information will be

presented.

Standing trees can be easily classied according to their leaves. Hardwood trees typical wear
broad leaves and softwood trees scale-like leaves also known as needles.

These leaves are

essential for the tree to grow, as they collect sunlight and carbon dioxide which are necessary
for photosynthesis.

Annual Rings/ Growth Rings

Each year a tree, independent of its species, produces new

sap conducting tissue in shape of an annual ring. These annual rings record the age of a tree.
Due to our climate and the seasons, an annual ring consists of two ring-like bands. Earlywood/
springwood is produced at the beginning of the growing season and is mostly light-coloured,weight and soft tissue. The dark coloured, stronger and harder tissue is formed in the period
from summer to the end of the growing season and is called latewood/ summerwood.

In

most tree species annual rings and the two dierent tissue bands are clearly visible. In regions
without major climatic changes and seasons there are less dierences between earlywood and
latewood. Especially in subtropical/ tropical regions trees form several rings each year, which
are called growing rings.

The number of growing rings depends on wet and dry periods.

The growing of annual rings and growing rings depends on weather and other environmental
conditions. Dendrochronology uses annual ring patterns for tree dating (Crossdating) in order
to draw conclusions about ecological conditions in the past (ProHolz, 2007).

Pith

The pith represents the innermost point of of a tree stem. As a tree starts growing or

grows higher the rst annual ring is formed around the pith. The thickness of a single annual
ring varies within itself due to dierent inuences, like wind or pressure. As a result the annual
ring pattern is not a real circular concentric pattern. So the pith is not the geometric center
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(gc) of a tree stem. A pith which is located wide outside of the geometric center acts as an
indicator for reaction wood.

gc

gc

The pith is located slightly outside
due to compression wood in the bottom
left of the CS. (Image source: http:

(a)

The pith is located near to the geometric center (gc). (Image source: Rudolf
Schraml)
(b)

//commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:
Reaction_Wood_of_Picea_Abies.jpg)
Figure 2.1:

Heartwood/Sapwood

Examples for dierent pith locations

As a tree grows and becomes older only the outer zones transport

water and nutrients (sap) stem-upwards.

This causes the inner zone dying and it gets em-

balmed in tannins and resins. The resulting heartwood is commonly darker than sapwood and
has dierent mechanical properties.

Tracheids/ Pores and Vessels

Sap transport diers in soft- and hardwood. In softwood

tracheids are responsible to transport sap upwards and can only be seen microscopically. Hardwood is often referred to as porous wood. Huge vessels appearing as holes or pores conduct
sap upwards. Depending on the hardwood species, these pores are distributed dierently and
can be recognized macroscopically on sanded log end faces or CSs.

The distribution of the

pores is used to subdivide hardwood species into three dierent categories (further reading Fellner et al. (2006)).

Vascular/ Medular Rays
medular rays are formed.

To transport sap in horizontal direction so-called vascular or

For some tree species these rays are very distinctive and visible.

Maple is well known for its distinct texture caused by these rays leading to a mirror eect at
the tangential surface.

CHAPTER 2. CS-IMAGE ANALYSIS
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Bark is the outermost layer of a tree stem.

special layer called xylem.

At the inner side of the bark there is a

Xylem is supported by vascular rays with sap and produces fresh

wood cells. Phloem is the outer side of the bark and protects the tree stem from environmental
damages.

Knots

Each tree develops branches laterally from the tree trunk.

Branches accommodate

leaves and needles which collect sunlight. In the wood stem and on the wood surface branches
can be seen as knots.
or loosed knots.

Generally it can be distinguished between inter-grown and encased

Inter-grown knots are formed by healthy branches and get encased when

branches die and fresh wood is surrounding them. Encased knots are not disturbing the wood
texture/ grain as much as inter-grown knots (Wiedenhoeft, 2010).

Reaction Wood

When a tree is physically (eg.

by wind, snow, slate subsoil) stressed he

tends to form reaction wood to counteract these inuences.

Softwood tree species react by

producing compression wood on the inner side of the load while hardwood species produce
tension wood on the rear side of the load.

Macroscopically reaction wood can be identied

by narrower and darker annual rings in contrast to their surrounding. Branches always cause
mechanical stress at the tree trunk and so lead to the production of reaction wood. Unfortunately, reaction wood has a strong negative impact on the mechanical and physical properties
of wood.

Consequently reaction wood is evaluated very negatively and mostly restricted by

grading rules.

Diseases and Vulnerabilities

Trees can be aected by diseases or attacked/ injured by

animals and micro-organisms. Some of them cause colour changes or wood structure damages.

2.2 CS Analysis Applications and Research
CS analysis refers to the analysis of RGB CS-Images or CT-CS-Images. RGB CS-Images are
captured from the log end face or from CS slices.

Mobile or industrial devices are utilized

and RGB CS-Images can be captured using visible light or near infra-red sensors. So far, just
visible light RGB CS-Images were utilized for CS-Image analysis.

For the rest of this work

the term CS-Images refers to RGB CS-Images captured with a visible light sensor.

CT-CS-

Images are captured with a CT scanner. CT scanners are utilized for wood log research since

CHAPTER 2. CS-IMAGE ANALYSIS
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almost two decades and now an industrial CT scanner is available too. Thus, CT log scanning
and CT-CS-Image analysis is becoming increasingly important. In general, CT-CS-Images are
prevented from disturbances due to cutting or dirt.

Compared to RGB CS-Images, analysis

of CT-CS-Images shows several advantages and in addition information from the total log
CT-CS-Image stack can be utilized.

Since the middle of the 19th century CS analysis is used in the eld of dendrochronology for tree
dating (ProHolz, 2007). The rst known approach which uses computers for CS analysis was
presented by McMillin (1982). The author presented a semi-automatic image analysis system
which requires an operator who mainly performs image or camera enhancement. A scanner unit
was used to produce an analogue video signal from sanded pine samples. This signal was then
displayed to the operator who adjusted the region of interest, gray levels and threshold values
before the signal could be binarized and processed. 13 basic measurements including annual
ring measurements like growth rate per inch or late and early wood measurements have been
implemented. Therefore, the current feature that should be measured had to be emphasized
by setting the threshold adequately. He also presented measurements of microscopic features
like the bre length or some cell measurements of specially prepared pine samples.
geometric measurements of a CT scanned CS slice were shown.

Finally

McMillin (1982) already

proposed the advantages of internal log scanning regarding the sawing of a log.

In the next subsections an overview on present research until 2015 is provided.

The present

literature on CS-Image analysis can be subdivided depending on the analysed macroscopic
feature.

Pith estimation and annual ring analysis tasks are the most common CS-Image

analysis tasks.

For both tasks a literature overview and selected state-of-the-art algorithms

will be presented in detail in Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.2, respectively. Furthermore, an overview
on literature treating further CS-Image analysis tasks is presented in Section 2.2.3 and nally
CS segmentation is treated in Section 2.2.4.

2.2.1 Pith estimation
Pith detection/ estimation is very important for CS imaging.
growth centre of a tree stem.
surrounded by annual rings.
present.

Anatomically the pith is the

At the CS of the tree stem the pith is the innermost point

Annual rings and the pith are the only features that are always

Thus, the pith is a unique point on a CS. In determining the wood quality the

pith position has two main functions: First, it is an indicator for the presence of other wood
properties like compression or reaction wood. Second, it represents a reference point for further
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analysis like annual ring measurements. Pith estimation is fundamental for CS analysis.

In some cases it can be impossible to determine a ground truth for the pith location, whether
by visual inspection or an image analysis application.

In combination with the fact that all

pith detection/ estimation approaches rely on a probability match it is appropriate to speak of
pith estimation rather than pith detection.

2.2.1.1 Literature Overview
The existing literature can be subdivided into approaches based on annual ring analysis or local
orientation estimation.

Both rely on the assumption that annual rings are concentric circles

the center point of which is the pith position.

Annual ring analysis focuses on nding and

identifying annual rings or arcs. The detected annual rings or arcs are then used to compute
orthogonal vectors pointing towards to the pith or to compute annual ring/ arc centre points
representing votes for the pith position.

Local Orientation estimation utilizes the fact that

small annual ring sections represent an oriented texture.

Equal as orthogonal vectors from

annual rings/arcs local orientation estimates from annual sections point towards the pith.
With intersection of the local orientations the pith position can be determined.

Regarding the capturing device, the most approaches were developed for images from polished/sanded CSs or CT-CS-Images. The main advantage of these images is that they are free
of distortions caused by sawing or dust and that annual ring borders are slightly emphasized.
Pith estimation approaches treating CT-CS-Images are presented in Bhandarkar et al. (1996),
Andreu and Rinnhofer (2001), Longuetaud et al. (2004), Entacher et al. (2008).

In Bhandarkar et al. (1996) a system to detect internal log defects using ct-image slices of
a log is presented.

Sobel edge detection and a subsequent threshold are used to extract

the annual rings and their gradients.

For each detected annual ring point the values inside

of an accumulator array are raised in a certain range of the corresponding gradient vector.
It is assumed that the maxima in the accumulator array is the location of the pith.

The

computational demand was reduced by only considering a sub-area around the geometric
center of the image.

For enhancing the annual ring pattern in CT-CS-Images Andreu et al. (2002) used contextual Gabor lters.

The proposed pith estimation algorithm utilizes the assumption that the

orthogonal line of an annual ring cord through its bisect passes the pith. After preprocessing
the annual rings are expressed as pixel chains. Each pair of pixels from a pixel chain denes
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An accumulator array sums up the intersections of the orthogonal vectors and the

maximum is assumed to hold the pith position.

Longuetaud et al. (2004) presented an algorithm to detect the pith in a set of ct-slices from
a scanned log.

Like Bhandarkar et al. (1996) gradients and an intersection image are used

to determine the pith position for a single slice.

Additional information of the pith location

in the previous slice is used to speed up and to improve the accuracy of the algorithm. The
algorithm in Boukadida et al. (2012) is a successor of this work and shows improved results
by applying adaptive thresholds and an optional reversion of the CT slice order to improve the
accuracy in case of branch forks.

The authors performed experiments on 125 logs from 17

dierent tree species. It is shown that the proposed algorithm performs very accurate with an
overall mean error of 1.69 mm.

Entacher et al. (2008) made a comparison between 6 dierent pith estimation methods. The
main focus was on keeping the computational eort low.

In addition to the pith estimation

methods the inuence of dierent preprocessing methods was evaluated. Except one method
( Poincare (Poi) - well known from ngerprint recognition - see Maltoni et al. (2009)) all
methods are annual ring analysis methods. The other methods use the circle equation (CE)
or gradient estimation methods (GM). For CE and GM two dierent variations are presented
respectively. The rst variation for the circle equation - CEeg (equal gradients) uses the Kirsch
operator to compute gradients for all pixels.
annual ring arcs.

Sets of adjacent pixels are used to determine

For the second variation CErt (ring tracing) the entire image or a sliding

window is cut at dierent positions and ring tracing is performed along the cut edge (indicated
by white pixels). For both variations each pair of points

(xi , xy ), (xj , xy ) on an annual ring arc

is used to determine the coordinates of the circle centre

(x0 , y0 ).

The centre points are used as

votes for an accumulator array, where the maximum is assumed to represent the pith position.
The two GM variations use a sliding window and ring tracing to detect annual ring arcs. One
variation - GMi (intersection) determines the bisects of the previously localised annual ring
arcs.

The second variation - GMrl (radial length) additionally uses the radial lengths of the

bisects and nally the centre point candidates are used to calculate a pith estimate. For pith
estimation GMi intersects all gathered bisects and GMrl uses the point candidate as votes in
an accumulator array. The fth method - Curvature(Cur) uses the fact that the annual ring
arc curvature increases towards the pith. Therefore CErl and two thresholds are used to choose
annual ring arcs that are close to the pith. The estimated pith position is used to perform a
local circle HT. The experiments show that CErt, GMi and especially CEeg are very accurate.
Poi and Curv are not suitable for pith estimation.
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Intersection using the radial length of
detected arcs. (Image source: (Entacher
et al., 2008))
(a)

Figure 2.2:

Intersection using local orientations
gathered by Fourier Spectrum analysis. (Image source: Schraml and Uhl (2013))
(b)

Intersection images

Pith estimation approaches for digital images (RGB CS-Images) are presented in Wu and Liew
(2000); Hanning et al. (2003); Österberg et al. (2004); Norell and Borgefors (2008); Schraml
and Uhl (2013).

While Wu and Liew (2000) basically applied the approach presented by Bhandarkar et al.
(1996), in Hanning et al. (2003) two methods with the intent to full the requirements of EN
1310 were presented.

This European norm denes rules for visual ring width measurements

on cut wood, where the pith position is a required feature. The main focus was on unpolished
board end images because polishing or sanding of end faces would be too expensive in an
industrial usage. One approach is based on nding annual ring structures from which gradients
through their barycentre are computed.
of neighboured pixels.

This is done by local quantization and clustering

In this case local connectivity components are dened as local long

structures of adjacent pixels, similar to annual rings.

In Fig. 2.3 a) the result of the local

connectivity step is shown. The second approach uses the peak of the local Fourier spectrum
as local orientation estimate of an annual ring section. The entire picture is subdivided into
windows (e.g. 32x32 pixels). For each window or window position the local orientation of the
annual ring section is determined by local Fourier Spectrum analysis.
searching the peak in the corresponding Fourier Spectrum.

This is established by

For both methods the nal pith

estimate is computed by intersecting the gradients or local orientation estimates.

This work

was probably the rst which uses local orientation estimation instead of annual ring analysis
for pith estimation.

Österberg (2009) presented experiments using Fourier Spectrum analysis for well prepared
and under perfect light conditions captured CS discs.

Instead of moving a window over the
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Local Orientations pointing to the pith

Pith estimation in images of rough log end boards. (Image source: Hanning et al. (2003))

entire image an interesting algorithm for pith estimation was introduced. The principle of this
technique is that rst two points around a reference point are chosen. Initially, the geometric
center of the image is used as rst reference point. Two further points are chosen, so that an
angle of 90 degrees is formed. The distance from the starting point to the two other points is
equal to the half-distance between the image border and the starting point. Then, two local
orientation estimates are calculated for the annual ring sections around these points.

The

intersection of the two local orientations is used as next guess for the pith position.

This

one represents the new starting point for the next iteration.

At each iteration the distance

between the pith estimate and the other two points is reduced by a factor <1. The procedure
stops after a certain number of iterations or if the new reference point is close to the old
one. The concept of this technique is based on the assumption that annual rings close to the
pith are more circular. Optimally the pith estimate accuracy increases after performing several
iterations.

The authors of Hanning et al. (2003); Österberg (2009) conclude that pith estimation using
local Fourier Spectrum analysis could also be applied on images from rough log ends. So far
two works focusing on the treatment of images of rough log ends have been presented by
Norell and Borgefors (2008) and Schraml and Uhl (2013). In Norell and Borgefors (2008) two
methods which compute local orientations by convolution of lter kernels in the spatial domain
are introduced.

Rough log end images from a sawmill yard were used for the experiments.
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The rst method fuses the output of three quadrature lters from which a local orientation
estimate and a certainty value are computed. The second method uses the concept of linear
symmetry and Laplacian pyramids.

Both methods use a sliding window and for each pixel

a local orientation estimate is computed.

Subsequently, for 8

×8

pixel blocks one estimate is

chosen to represent the block orientation and an intersection image is created, smoothed and
the maximum is used as estimate.

For the quadrature lters a second iteration in a smaller

region around the rst estimate and a rotation ltering step is used to improve accuracy. In
case of using linear symmetry the intersection image for pyramid level 2 is computed rst. If
the standard deviation is too high the intersection image is computed for level 1 as well. The
intersection image with the lower standard deviation is used to estimate the pith. Finally, the
validity of the pith estimate is determined by analyzing the standard deviation of a smoothed
version of the intersection image.

Our work Schraml and Uhl (2013) provides a literature review and evaluates the performance
of two pith estimation algorithms using four dierent Fourier spectrum analysis methods. One
algorithm is similar to that proposed in Österberg et al. (2004) and the other one subdivides
the image into blocks using a rectangular or circular grid (Figure 2.4).

GC

GC

GC

The rst two images illustrate the rectangular and circular block selection procedure and in the
third image the respective intersection image is shown. The last image illustrates the point based selection
procedure including the computed local orientation estimates. (Image source: Schraml and Uhl (2013))
Figure 2.4:

This led to dierent congurations which were applied to 109 rough spruce log end images and
to the same CT-CS-Images as used in Entacher et al. (2008). The results for CT-CS-Images
were compared to Entacher et al. (2008) and the results for rough log end images to those
presented in Norell and Borgefors (2008).

Results showed that principal component analysis

method and peak analysis for local orientation estimation in the Fourier domain achieve the
best results for both algorithms. The adopted algorithm proposed by Österberg et al. (2004)
achieves good results for CT-CS-Images but is inapplicable to rough log end images.

The

grid based algorithm is well suited for pith estimation in rough log end images and achieves
the best results using a rectangular grid.

Generally, the work shows that the block size, the
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distribution and the amount of blocks are crucial for the pith estimation accuracy.

Along with the described methods, a few other approaches are presented in Som et al. (1993),
Som et al. (1995), Chalifour et al. (2001), Sliwa et al. (2003) and Flood et al. (2003). These
methods are not examined in detail because these papers are not available to us. A structured
review about these methods is presented in Longuetaud et al. (2004).

2.2.2 Annual ring analysis
Beneath the pith as the growth centre annual rings are the only constant features that are
present in each CS. As described in Section 2.1.1, each year a tree produces a new annual
ring around the existing annual rings of a tree stem. Depending on climatological and physical
conditions the annual ring widths dier each year.
growth rate and high strength.

Small annual ring widths indicate a low

Consequently, annual ring width measurement and annual

ring counting are tasks to determine the strength of a log.
are used for log strength grading.
of dendrochronology.

Furthermore, these measures

The vast majority of literature contributes to the eld

In dendrochronology, the early-/ latewood proportion as well as the

annual ring width are of interest (see Fig. 2.5).

Compared to industrial annual ring width

measurements, high resolution images are necessary to determine the exact early-/ latewood

ann
ual
ring
wid
th

proportion as well as the exact singular annual ring widths.

late-wood

int ra ring
t ransit ion
early-woo
d
late-wood

ring bord
er

Microscopic view of an annual ring from a picea abies (spruce). The image depicts the smooth
intra transition between early- and late-wood and the sharp transition between two annual rings from late- to
early-wood. (Image adapted from: http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Earlywood-latewood_
PCAB.jpg)
Figure 2.5:
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2.2.2.1 Literature Overview
The focus in this thesis is on literature treating unprepared log end CS-Images and CS-Images
from unprepared CS discs.

For the sake of completion, the literature overview approaches

treating CT-CS-Images or CS-Images from well prepared log end faces/ CS discs are described
rst.

Tree Ring Analysis in Dendrochronology

A big part of literature focuses on image

analysis to support dendrochronological tree ring analysis tasks. High resolution images of CS
slices are analysed and almost always sanded and probably polished before they are captured.
A major task in dendrochronology is to generate tree ring proles for tree ring dating which
is denoted as crossdating.

For crossdating tree ring proles are matched with other proles.

Another aspect is to analyse the climatological circumstances over the tree life time using
its tree ring prole sometimes depicted as dendroecology. Consequently, dendrochronological
tree ring analysis approaches analyse radial vectors from the pith outwards to the border and
generate 1-dimensional tree ring proles. All known approaches are semi-automatic and require
that the pith is moved to the geometric image center or marked by an operator.

The rst approach on tree ring analysis by McMillin (1982) is described at the beginning of this
Chapter 2.2. Further approaches for annual ring detection and annual ring width measurement
are presented in Rauschkolb (1994), Smith (1995),Conner (1999), Vaz et al. (2004),Laggoune
et al. (2005).

In the master thesis of Rauschkolb (1994) approaches to identify and measure annual rings
in high resolution images (400 dpi) of sanded log ends are introduced. The thesis focuses on
detecting annual ring boundaries which arise between early- and late-wood.
are two boundaries that belong to a single annual ring.

Basically, there

A slight border arises at the intra

ring transition between early- and late-wood. After winter, the annual ring growth starts with
fresh early wood and forms the real annual ring border.

Then a strong and sharp crossover

between dark coloured late-wood and light coloured early-wood is produced (see Fig. 2.5).
As nal algorithm the author introduced the "Hybrid Edge Detection from Center". For this
algorithm the pith position has to be moved to the geometric image center. For each radius
on a radial vector a set of 30 pixels is analysed.
side respectively.

15 pixels are taken from the left and right

The 30 pixel values of each radius along the radial vector are stored in a

matrix. Each column represents a neighbour radial vector. Subsequently, the radial vectors in
the columns of the matrix are analysed.

For edge detection central dierences between two
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pixels on a radial vector are computed. Only pixel with a positive slope (transitions from dark
to light) are marked as edge pixels. Finally, the average slope is computed and marked edge
pixels smaller than the average are disregarded.

Now the matrix is analysed and the edge

pixels of each row are summed up. Finally a histogram is produced. The peaks are dened as
being ring boundaries. This procedure is repeated four times for initially dened radial vectors
with

π/2

angular distance to each other.

Smith (1995) described an algorithm which requires perfect annual ring patterns without
disturbances or interruptions.

The algorithm starts from the outside towards the pith and

detects ring boundaries by contour tracing.

Subsequently, the area between two boundaries

is calculated and assumed to be the annual ring area.
procedure was introduced.

As termination condition a ood ll

This procedure relies on the fact that the innermost area is the

smallest.

At the University of Arizona master theses regarding "TREES: computer assisted dendrochronology" are presented by Conner (1999), Giribalan (2000) and Engle (2000) (

arizona.edu/pub/trees/).

http://www.ltrr.

The developed semi-automated system for dendrochronology of

Conner is also addressed in Conner et al. (1998) and Conner et al. (2000). The system analyses
an assembled set of images that are captured under a microscope from the pith outwards to the
bark (see Fig. 2.6). For annual ring border detection, the Canny edge detector (Canny, 1986)
was utilized. Non maxima suppression was performed by comparing the gradient magnitudes
of the neighbours into the gradient direction. This ensures that edge borders are only one pixel
wide. Additionally, the system uses the knowledge of the orientation of the captured annual
ring section. Edges where the gradient is orthogonal to the annual ring section orientation are
disregarded. At last, only transitions from late to early-wood (dark to light) are considered for
the nal edge image, so intra-ring transitions are disregarded as well. After linking the found
edges, the ring widths are measured by counting and averaging pixel distances among them.

Several approaches to overcome problems with narrow ring widths are introduced in Vaz et al.
(2004). As a solution, the image scale (represented by the annual ring width) is determined
prior to annual ring detection. For this purpose, it is assumed that the gray value prole of an
annual ring in radial direction can be modelled by a Gaussian prole.

Gaussian kernels with

dierent scales are applied to radial vectors. The extrema for each scale are used to determine
annual ring centres of all annual rings lying on a radial vector. As intermediate step the signal
of the radial vector is analysed and false maxima and minima are removed. Finally, transitions
between early and late-wood are determined.

First, the original signal of the radial vector is

reconstructed with cubic polynomials and a cross-entropy similarity measure between both is
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GUI of the TREES software for dendrochronology. (Image source: Conner (1999))

used to map the gray levels of a single annual ring into two classes.

The border of the two

classes denes the intra ring transition and the annual ring borders (see Fig. 2.7).

Figure 2.7:

Estimation of intra- and annual ring borders. (Image source: Vaz et al. (2004))

Laggoune et al. (2005) paid attention to the image quality and proposed an edge detection
lter adopted to noisy images. The test images were captured with a grayscale at bed scanner
(600 dpi). After edge detection thinning and thresholding is performed. Now the annual ring
contours are searched analysing the neighbours into the gradient direction.
length are below a certain threshold are eliminated.
are used to reconstruct a 3D model.

Contours whose

At last, the found annual ring contours
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Industrial Annual Ring Analysis Approaches

Annual ring analysis approaches for CS-

Images from rough log end ends/ CS discs are presented in Hanning et al. (2003), Cerda et al.
(2007) and Norell (2009a), Norell (2010).

In the work of Hanning et al. (2003) an approach to determine the average annual ring width
of rough log end boards is presented.

With the intention to full the requirements of DIN

4074 the pith position is required to determine the average annual ring width from the pith
position to one of the border corners.
2.2.1.

The pith estimation approach is described in Section

Determining the annual ring width is performed by computing the main frequency of

windows positioned along the line between the pith and the border edge. Some unacceptable
outliers indicate that the method requires further investigation for an industrial usage.

An algorithm to approximate annual rings on a CS with closed polygons is described in Cerda
et al. (2007). The pith position and the outer shape as polygon are required as input. First, the
Canny edge detector is applied to the input image. Using the pith position and the intensity
of each detected edge point, dark-to-light edges are determined for further processing. Now
polygons of dierent scales (k) (each polygon can be represented as a function of the outer
shape and the pith position) are computed (see Fig. 2.8). Each detected edge point is assigned
to the closest polygon of a given scale.

This results in an accumulator array where each

assigned edge point represents a vote for a certain polygon with scale k. The polygons with
local maxima in the accumulator array are assumed to represent an annual ring (see Fig. 2.8).

Polygons with dierent scale based on the outer shape and the pith position (left). Based on
the accumulator array local maxima are chosen to represent annual rings (right). (Image source: Cerda et al.
(2007))

Figure 2.8:

The rst approach for a full automated ring width measurement system in images from rough
log ends was proposed by Norell (2009a).
in Norell and Borgefors (2008).

The system utilizes the pith estimation presented

The log end images were captured in a Swedish sawmill

and 20 images with clearly visible annual rings were used for the experiments. Additionally, a
synthetic set of log end images was produced for evaluation (Synthetic Log End Images - Norell
(2009b)).

After preprocessing and pith estimation the algorithm determines a proper region

for annual ring counting. For this purpose, the image is divided into N circle sectors using the
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estimated pith position as center point. For all pixels at the CS, a local orientation estimate is
computed. In each sector, the sum of errors between the computed local orientation and the
pixel orientation relative to the pith is computed.

Next, the contrast of the sector with the

lowest error is enhanced. In this sector, annual rings are detected in a radial range between 1
and 9 centimetres from the pith using the grey weighted polar distance transform (GWPDT)
presented in Norell et al. (2007) (see Fig. 2.9). Grey weighted polar distance transform can be

Illustration of the gray weighted polar distance transform. The left image shows the distance
image computed with GWPDT. The image in the middle illustrates computed paths from the angular to the
horizontal line. Finally in the right image the shortest paths between the two lines are selected. (Image source:
(Norell et al., 2007))
Figure 2.9:

used to compute circular and approximately circular paths in grayscale images. For the chosen
sector two distance images are computed using the two sector borders as starting lines. Finally,
the two distance images are analysed along a radial vector placed at the mean sector direction,
which results in two one-dimensional vectors.
annual rings.

Local minima in these vectors correspond to

Before counting the annual rings, elastic registration is used to best match

the signals of the two one-dimensional vectors.

After registration, the local minima of the

registered signals are utilized to count the annual rings.

The experiments on the synthetic

images show that eccentric annual rings, small ring widths as well as disturbances result in
considerable errors.

The experiment on the real log end images are less meaningful because

the test set was very small. One conclusion is that the proposed algorithm tends to count less
rings than counted by visual inspection.
logs are presented in Norell (2010).

Results for counting annual rings on 75 Scots pine

The approach is identical as the one proposed in Norell

(2009a), except that marks from un-even sawing were removed by Fourier Spectrum ltering.
The results showed that the proposed approach performs acceptable in a range from 12 to 20
rings.

The author concluded that counting annual rings in a sawmill environment is a very

dicult task mainly inuenced by sawing disturbances.

Similar to Hanning et al. (2003), in Österberg (2009) local Fourier Spectrum analysis is used
for pith estimation and several other algorithms (e.g. thickness elds, annual ring counting)
are applied to images from well prepared CS discs. The pith estimation algorithm is described
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For annual ring counting, a sliding window is moved along a predened

radial vector where the rings are to be counted.

For each pixel on the line the local Fourier

Spectrum is calculated using an appropriate window size. The dominating frequencies of the
Fourier Spectrum of each pixel are determined and in combination with the line length the
amount of annual rings is determined.

2.2.3 Further Literature on CS Analysis
Further literature on CS analysis mainly focuses on CT-CS-Images. A stack of CT-CS-Image
slices from an entire wood log enables the non-invasive analysis of the internal log structure.
The analysis of the internal log structure is required for two reasons. First, automated internal
log defect detection systems promote the development and the standardisation of automated
log grading systems.

Second, internal log defects inuence the physical properties and the

visual appearance of the nal wood products.

The knowledge about internal log defects is

used to improve the saw intake which increases the yield and the value (e.g. Berglund et al.
(2014)).

Several wood properties and features visible on CT-CS-Images are labelled as wood defects.
In case of analysing the internal log structure such defects are entitled as internal log defects
(e.g. knots, resin pockets, cracks, spiral grain and compression or reaction wood). Beside the
detection of internal log defects approaches for the detection of further wood properties not
labelled as defects have been presented.

Subsequently, an overview on the most common literature treating log defect detection and
the detection of further wood properties (bark detection and the detection of the hard- and
sapwood boundary) is presented.

2.2.3.1 Log Defect Detection and Analysis
Except spiral grain all defects are detectable due to their specic gray values, geometric shapes
and their location/orientation in CT-CS-Images.

The majority of the related literature rst

determines defect regions in each CT-CS slice using dierent segmentation and clustering
techniques. In case of CT-CS-Images it is assumed that dierent wood defects are represented
by gray values in a certain grayscale range. By combining the information of all CT-CS-Image
slices a 3D model of each detected defect is generated. Eventually, each 3D model is assigned
to a certain wood defect using dierent approaches and techniques.

The present literature
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mostly diers in the procedure how the detected objects are assigned to a certain wood defect.

Spiral grain detection works in a dierent way.

The detection of spiral grain can only be

established by comparing a set of longitudinal neighboured annual ring structures extracted
from the CT-CS-Image stack.

The rst algorithm for defect detection in CT-CS-Images is described in Funt (1985) and Funt
and Bryant (1987).

This algorithm aims to segment and cluster similar gray-scale coloured

regions and to classify the kind of defect based on 2D features of the previously segmented
regions.

Segmentation is based on histogram multi-thresholding.

a certain class representing a set of possible defects.
be represented by the darkest pixels.

Each pixel is assigned to

For example, knots are considered to

In a further step the pixels of each class are clustered.

Eventually, 2D information like size and orientation criterion's are used to validate if a cluster
represents a certain defect.

For example, knots have an elliptical shape and are longitudinal

aligned into the direction of the pith position.

At the beginning of the 1990s dierent groups of researchers presented various approaches for
internal log defect detection. Australian researchers presented CT-CS-Image defect detection
approaches in Wells et al. (1991), Som et al. (1993), Som et al. (1995).

As noted in the

literature overview on pith estimation (see Section 2.2.1.1), these publications are not available
to us and cannot be examined.

Further information on these works can be found in the

literature review on knot detection by Longuetaud et al. (2012).

Many publications on log defect detection are published by researchers from the Virginia
Polytechnic Institute and State University. For example, in Zhu et al. (1996) a prototype for
analysing CT-CS-Images of hardwood logs is presented. This prototype is the nal result of a
set of earlier published works (see literature review in Longuetaud et al. (2012)). It consists of
a segmentation module and a scene analysis module. The segmentation module rst applies
the Unser lter to remove annual rings from the CT-CS-Image.

In the next step, similar

as in Funt and Bryant (1987) adaptive histogram mulit-thresholding is utilized.

According

to the Ph.D.-thesis of Zhu (1993), the pixels are assigned to three dierent classes.

For

example, knot and bark pixels are in the same class and are separated by the scene analysis
module.

Morphological operations are applied to determine 2D regions representing wood

defects. Finally, a 3D model is generated by clustering of the 2D areas of all slices together.
For each detected object, geometric features and colour features are computed.

Finally, the

Dempster-Schafer theory of evidential reasoning is used to classify the kind of wood defect of
each object.

For this, basic knowledge about the shape, colour and location/ orientation of

each wood defect is utilized.
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Further publications published by researchers from the Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State
University focus on articial neuronal networks (ANNs) used to classify internal log defects
(see Li et al. (1996), Schmoldt et al. (1997), Schmoldt et al. (1998) and Schmoldt et al.
(2000)).

A prototype system based on the noted previous works on ANNs is presented in

Sarigul et al. (2003a) and Sarigul et al. (2003b). These publication provide a good overview
on log defect detection using ANNs.

Further research on log defect detection has been published by researches from the University
of Georgia. In Bhandarkar et al. (1996) and Bhandarkar et al. (1999) the system CATALOG
(Computer Axial Tomography for Analysis of LOGs) is described. The system uses 3D shape
parameters to classify and 3D render internal log defects.

In recent two publications, Bhan-

darkar et al. (2006) and Bhandarkar et al. (2008) presented a new approach based on Kalman
lter tracking algorithms.

Further approaches are presented by Rojas et al. (2006), Wei et al. (2009), Baumgartner et al.
(2010), Breinig et al. (2012), Longuetaud et al. (2012) andCristhian A. Aguilera (2012).

In Rojas et al. (2006) two supervised classication algorithms (minimum distance classier and
maximum likelihood classier) for wood defect detection are introduced and evaluated. The
work of Wei et al. (2009) evaluates the applicability of a back propagation articial network and
the maximum likelihood classier for wood defect detection in sugar maple and black spruce.
In Baumgartner et al. (2010) the main focus lies on knot detection just in the heartwood
region. For this purpose, the sapwoodhardwood boundary was detected in polar transformed
CSs using the pith as pole.

Knot Detecion

A knot-detection (3DKnotDM) software package and exhaustive experi-

ments and tests on the accuracy and timing performance are presented by Longuetaud et al.
(2012).

Additionally, this work includes a well-structured literature review on knot-detection

in CT-CS-Images. Finally, in Cristhian A. Aguilera (2012) the idea of using active contours to
detect internal log defects using a-priori information is introduced and evaluated.

Based on the results and insights presented in Longuetaud et al. (2012) further research on
knot detection was presented in Krähenbühl et al. (2014); Roussel et al. (2014) with the aim
to improve knot detection in wet areas like sapwood.

As knots are by far the most frequent internal log feature several publications within the CTPRO project 2010-2013 focused on knot detection algorithms, their accuracy and how knot

https://www.sp.se/en/

detection inuences the performance of the sawing optimization (
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index/research/CT-Pro/Sidor/default.aspx)):
In Johansson et al. (2013) the knot detection approach by Grundberg and Grönlund (1992)
was adopted to high-speed CT scanner CT-CS-Images and the algorithm was tested on Scots
pine and Norway spruce logs by comparing the knot detection results to groundtruth data.
Based on this algorithm, in Fredriksson et al. (2014b) the detected knots are projected from
3D to a 2D plane perpendicular to the log length axis with the aim to reduce the amount of
data (Fig. 2.10).

The centre of mass of the knot projection image together with the centre

of a predened sawing pattern are used to determine the log rotation for the saw intake.
Simulation results indicated that the board quality increases compared to the industrial praxis
of sawing logs horns down. In his PhD thesis Breinig (Breinig, 2015) focused on the accuracy

Projection of the detected knots from 3D to 2D. Based on the 2D knot image and a given saw
pattern the best rotation for sawing is determined. (Image source: (Fredriksson et al., 2014b))

Figure 2.10:

of knot detection and the impact of dierent knot detection errors on the performance of
the sawing optimization. In Breinig et al. (2012) the accuracy of a knot detection algorithm
was assessed by comparing the results to spatial measurements on the corresponding real log
CSs. The impact of knot detection errors on the performance of the sawing optimization was
investigated in Breinig et al. (2013) based on sawing simulations.

Furthermore, in Breinig

et al. (2014) an approach for appearance classication of wood board surfaces based on the
knot-pattern is shown. Finally, in Breinig et al. (2015) for 57 CT scanned logs the cutting and
the resulting board surfaces were simulated and virtually graded using the proposed algorithm.
The results were compared to the real human graded board surfaces after cutting the logs.
Results indicated that the obtained virtual grading results are largely consistent with the human
perception and grading results.

2.2.3.1.1 Further Defects: Detection and Analysis

So far, the listed literature treats

the general task of internal log defect detection or specialises on knot detection and analysis.
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A few other publications focused on the detection or analysis of cracks. Approaches for crack
detection in CT-CS-Images are published by Bhandarkar et al. (2005), Li and Qi (2007) and
Wehrhausen et al. (2012).

In Bhandarkar et al. (2005) Sobel-like lters are used to detect

annual rings and cracks which are aligned orthogonal to the annual ring structure. A recent
approach presented by Wehrhausen et al. (2012) also uses directional lters and focuses on
the evaluation of the approach. A novel approach based on fractal dimension is presented by
Li and Qi (2007).

Another wood defect is compression wood or reaction wood.

The only found work treating

automated compression wood detection in CT-CS-Images or RGB CS-Images is presented by
Nystrom and Hagman (1999).

It seems that there is no further literature on compression/

reaction wood detection.

Literature on spiral grain detection using ct-image slices of logs are presented in Sepúlveda
(2001), Sepúlveda et al. (2002), Ekevad (2004) and Entacher et al. (2007).

The approach

presented by Sepúlveda (2001) manually analyses streaks in surfaces that are generated by
cutting the CT-CS-Image stack concentrically around the pith. The streak inclination relative
to the longitudinal axis corresponds to the spiral grain. In Sepúlveda et al. (2002) the authors
tried to predict spiral grain based on variables extracted from CS-Images (e.g.
and heart/sapwood relation).

knot volume

The results indicated that prediction of spiral grain should be

possible.

Another algorithm to determine spiral grain is presented by Ekevad (2004). Principal directions
of inertia of spheres that are distributed along the longitudinal axis of a log or wood board
can be used to compute local bre-directions which represent the local spiral grain angle.

Eventually, the applicability of motion estimation algorithms for spiral grain detection is evaluated in Entacher et al. (2007).

For this purpose, the CT-CS-Image stack is interpreted as

video data and three dierent motion estimation techniques are assessed. The results are too
irregular and it is not clear if the detected movements are correlated to spiral grain in wood.

2.2.3.2 Further Wood Properties: Detection and Analysis
The group of wood properties that are not labelled as defects and which are relevant for
CS analysis tasks is formed by the pith, annual rings, heart- and sapwood and the bark.
Annual ring analysis and pith estimation were treated in Section 2.2.1.1 and Section 2.2.2,
respectively. Subsequently, the most common literature treating detection and analysis of bark
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and heart-/sapwood is quoted.

For heart- and sapwood detection, approaches based on heat sensitive infra-red images (Gjerdrum and Høibø (2004)) and CT-CS-Images (Longuetaud et al. (2007)) were published.

In

Gjerdrum and Høibø (2004) an approach to detect heartwood in Scots pine using heat infrared images of log ends is introduced.

Due to the dierent physical structure of heart- and

sapwood their moisture contents dier which results in dierent temperatures. Consequently,
heart- and sapwood can be clearly identied in heat infra-red images of log ends.

The heart-/sapwood boundary detection algorithm proposed by Longuetaud et al. (2007) uses
the pith position and analyses the gray values of 360 radii.

For each radii the rst pixel

exceeding a certain threshold is chosen as boundary point.

At last, bark detection is considered. Automated bark detection enables to determine the exact
volume of a wood log without debarking it.

For some wood species it is critical to remove

the bark for longer periods - e.g when storing it on the sawmill yard.
focuses on the particular task of bark detection.

Basically, no research

However, most of the approaches in the

literature on log defect detection are able to detect and analyse the bark in CT-CS-Images.

http://www.microtec.

An industrial solution for bark detection is provided by Microtec (

eu/de).

A scanner entitled TOMOLOG automatically creates a 3D prole of the log with and

without bark.

In Baumgartner et al. (2007) results for automatic bark measurements using

the TOMOLOG scanner are presented.

2.2.4 CS Segmentation
Generally, image segmentation is a fundamental image analysis task.

Segmentation enables

the detection of constituent regions or objects in an image. Algorithms for image segmentation
can be subdivided into two categories: approaches based on discontinuity or approaches based
on similarity of the pixel intensity values. Discontinuity approaches rely on boundary detection
of an object or a region. Abrupt intensity value changes between neighbouring pixels indicate
borders of objects or regions (e.g. edges or lines).

Similarity approaches partition an image

into regions based on similarity criteria (Gonzalez and Woods, 2001).

CT-CS-Images can be segmented using histogram thresholding techniques. Such an approach
is not applicable for CS-Images of rough log ends.

Subsequently, an exemplary comparison

on segmentation using histogram thresholding techniques is presented.
dierently captured CSs are used.

For this comparison,

The results give information about the dierences of CS
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Two dierent threshholding techniques (p-tile and adaptive) applied to a CT-CS-Image (Image
source: Schraml (2013))
Figure 2.11:

segmentation in CT-CS-Images compared to CS-Images from rough log ends.

Basically, CS

segmentation can be performed for two reasons: First, segmentation is required to separate
the CS in an CS-Image from the background. Second, annual rings are the main wood property
of a CS. Consequently, the extraction and preservation of annual rings and structures are very
important for further annual ring analysis tasks.

Thresholding methods are well suited for segmenting CSs in CT-CS-Images. In CT-CS-Images,
annual rings are represented as white pixel chains and the background is dark coloured. Consequently, thresholding can be utilized for segmentation and to extract or emphasize annual
ring structures and other wood features.

In other words, the CSs features are separated as

foreground pixels from the background pixels.

The three pictures in Fig. 2.11 illustrate the

results for two dierent thresholding techniques applied to a CT-CS-Image. One technique is
a global thresholding technique and the second one is based on adaptive thresholding.
rst picture in Fig. 2.11 depicts the original CT-CS-Image.

The

The second picture shows the

result for global p-tile thresholding with an assumed foreground amount of 50 %. In the third
picture, the result for adaptive thresholding is shown.

For adaptive thresholding, the mean

values of 15x15 pixels blocks are used as local thresholds. Both thresholding methods indicate
that thresholding is an appropriate technique for CT-CS-Image segmentation.

The same thresholding techniques using the same parameters are applied to the CS-Image of
a sanded CS slice shown in the rst picture of Fig.

2.12. The result for adaptive thresholding

shows that this method is very sensitive to noise in the black background.

However, both

methods indicate that the CS can be separated from the background and annual ring structures
can be extracted in studio-captured images of sanded CSs.

Finally, the thresholding results in Fig. 2.13 illustrate the arising diculties using real-world
images of rough log ends. In contrast to CT-CS-Images and studio captured CS-Images, the
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Two dierent threshholding techniques (p-tile and adaptive) applied to a CS-Image of a sanded
CS slice (Image source: Schraml (2013))

Figure 2.12:

Two dierent threshholding techniques (p-tile and adaptive) applied to a CS-Image of a rough
log end (Image source: Schraml (2013))
Figure 2.13:

background of real world images is very heterogeneous and strongly varying in each image.
Additionally, CS-Images of rough log ends are disturbed due to cutting. The results in Fig. 2.13
show that histogram thresholding is no appropriate technique to separate CSs from the background and to extract or separate annual ring structures in real world images of rough log
ends.

Our work Schraml and Uhl (2014) is the rst dealing with segmentation of the CS area in
CS-Images of rough log ends. We proposed a similarity-based region growing procedure for CS
segmentation. In the experimental evaluation dierent texture features (intensity histograms
and Local Binary Patterns (LBP)) and histogram distances were utilized. Basically, the segmentation algorithm is subdivided into three consecutive stages: Cluster initialization, growing
procedure and boundary estimation.

Cluster Initialization For cluster initialization the pith position is utilized and a predened
number of clusters which are equally distributed close around the pith are selected.
cluster is initialised by computing three features which describe the contained texture.

Each
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Growing Procedure For the growing procedure
the neighbourhood of each cluster is analysed and
it is decided if a neighbourhood block is added
to the cluster or not.

The procedure continues

until no more neighbourhood blocks can be added
(Fig. 2.14).

Finally, the clusters are merged and

it is assumed that the merged cluster represents
the area of the CS.

Boundary Estimation The CS boundary is computed

in three

consecutive

steps.

In

the

rst

step boundary blocks of the merged cluster are
determined and selected with the aim to reduce
the amount of blocks (Fig. 2.15a).

Second, cir-

Illustration of the cluster growing procedure. (Image source: Schraml and Uhl
(2014))

Figure 2.14:

cle/ellipse tting is performed (Fig. 2.15b). This
step further reduces the amount of blocks and in the best case outliers are cut o.

Finally,

the alpha shape (Edelsbrunner et al., 1983) of all remaining blocks is computed (Fig. 2.15c)
and is used as a nal estimate of the CS boundary.

Our algorithm showed the best results for intensity histograms as texture features and the
Earth Movers Distance (EMD) as histogram distance.

(a)

Select border blocks

Figure 2.15:

(b)

Fit circle/ ellipse

(c)

Alpha shape (α =50)

Cross-section (CS) boundary estimation (Image source: Schraml and Uhl (2014))

Chapter 3
Traceability of Wood Logs

3.1 Traceability Denition
There are various denitions for traceability. Some of these denitions originate from research
and are therefore more or less related to a research topic. Others are dened by ISO quality
standards and are adapted to the scope of an application.

Most of the literature available

focuses on part productions and on single companies (Kvarnström and Oghazi, 2008).

Like (Kvarnström and Oghazi, 2008, p.5) we use the denition from Töyrylä (1999) which
suits the continuous processes:

"Traceability is the ability to preserve and access the identity

and attributes of a physical supply chain's objects."

Kvarnström and Oghazi (2008) introduce

the terms "traceability system" and "traceability methods". Thereby the ability of traceability
is built up on a traceability system, which uses traceability methods to link process and object
data.

3.2 Log Supply Chain - LSC
The above presented denition restricts traceability to the supply chain for predened objects.
Consequently it is necessary to dene the process or time span in which traceability of wood
logs as objects should be enabled.

Päivinen and Lindner (2006) use the term Forest Wood

Chain (FWC) to collect processes in which forest resources are converted into services and
products.

The author's focus is on the assessment of sustainability in Forest-Wood Chains.

So Päivinen and Lindner (2006) are aware of the fact, that there are a lot of dierent FWCs.
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Logs have to be cut in the forest

and transported to a sawmill, pulp mill or another processing company.

This sub-chain can

easily dened as a supply chain called LSC. In general the LSC is restricted to the lifetime of a
log. This lifetime starts when a single tree is felled and length cut into a number of logs. The
lifetime ends when a log is further processed e.g. by cutting and therefore stops existing to be
a single object. The term "LSC" indicates the objects and the time span for which we want
to enable traceability. It mainly involves forest based and processing industries like sawmills or
pulp mills.

3.3 Traceability Methods
The introduction classies three groups of traceability methods: Manual Labels, Badge Labels,
Transponders.

These groups represent current methods used for traceability systems in the

LSC. Industry and many small sized companies make use of these methods.

It depends on

the application of each method if it`s possible to identify each object in the supply chain. For
sustainability issues it would be sucient to know the origin of each object. All methods rely
on a marking/reading principle and require additional equipment.

3.3.1 Manual Labels
The simplest and oldest methods are conventional paint (Fig. 3.1b), hammer and chisel labels.
While chisel labels are markings that are engraved with knives, conventional paint labels are
simply applied with spray cans or chalk.

Another method is the use hammers with special

stamps to create brands at the log end faces.

Although these practices are very old and

simple, forest smallholders prefer them. The major advantage of these methods is that they
are very cheap and resistant to abrasion and damaging. Normally these methods are used to
verify the origin of a log and not to identify it. Depending on the application these methods
allow identication of each individual log. There are good solutions which show that these basic

www.otmetka.com)

methods can be improved for industrial usage. The company Otmetka (

has developed a method where the harvester punches a set of hammer brands on the CS.
This unique punching label is then used as an identity code and can be scanned automatically
(Fig. 3.1a).
each log.

Otmetka enhanced hammer brands to full the requirement of identication of
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Punching Label by Otmetka.
(Image source: www.otmetka.com)
(a)

Figure 3.1:
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Marking with spray.
(Photo by Schraml)
(b)

Manual labels

3.3.2 Badge Labels
The second group of methods uses badge labels, consisting of paper, plastic or metal. These
labels can be printed with dierent varieties of bar-codes, numbers or logos and provide the
possibility to integrate additional information. Badges can be applied manually or automatically
and are readable via scanning devices. Depending on how these labels are applied on the wood
logs, major disadvantages are damages, fall os and high prices compared to manual labels. In
sawmills or pulp-mills metal badges and plastic labels can lead to problems in some processing
steps. Therefore plastic badges consisting of a special plastic material are used. These are not
detected by metal sensors and dissolve when they come in contact with paper base.

Figure 3.2:

Plastic badges from Latschbacher. (Image source:www.signumat.com)

3.3.3 Transponders
This group of labels contains all kind of transponders which can be applied on wood logs.
A major advantage is the fact, that transponders transponders can be scanned automatically
without having visual contact. Disturbances (e.g. snow or dirtiness) do not inuence the scanning quality and additional processing data can be transferred on the transponder. Therefore
RFID is used as technology. Data readers can access data stored on a transponder. When a
transponder enters the electromagnetic eld of a data reader, data can be exchanged by radio
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waves. RFID transponders can be active or passive and can be further distinguished by the frequency range they use. Active RFID transponders need a power supply like a battery. Passive
ones are non-volatile and do not need any power supply to store data. Passive transponders
receive the required submission energy from radio waves via the antenna of the transponder.
Depending on the frequency range dierent reading ranges result. While Low Frequency (LF)
transponders have a reading range of a few centimetres, High Frequency (HF) transponders
have a reading range up to 1.5 metres. Ultra High Frequency (UHF) transponder reach reading
ranges of several metres. Consequently, higher frequencies reach a better reading range and
enable bulk reading, but they are more sensitive to dielectric material like metals or liquids
(Kvarnström and Oja, 2008).

a b c
d

Dierent transponders:
a) Nail and Chip LF RFID Transponder. (Image source: Korten and Kaul (2008))
b) UHF RFID Transponder presented by Uusijärvi (2010)
c) RFID Transponder in batch format by Latschbacher. (Image source: www.signumat.com )
d) Lignin RFID Transponder by Fraunhofer (2010)
Figure 3.3:

The two EU-projects Lineset and Indisputable Key propose RFID transponders in the LSC
as traceability method.

In the Lineset project the use of LF RFID transponders has been

studied and pilot-tested. The image in Fig. 3.3 a) shows typical LF RFID tags . Because of
higher reading ranges, the Indisputable Key project studied the use of UHF RFID transponders
in which a special UHF RFID tag has been designed.

These transponders promise higher

reading ranges and rates as well as lower costs compared to LF RFID transponders.

The

most promising transponder with a reading range of 2 meter is shown in Fig. 3.3 b).

This

transponder is applied at the CS. In doing so mechanical damaging is low. Another UHF RFID
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transponder is shown in Fig. 3.3 c) and is presented as preview by the company Latschbacher
in Austria. It promises reading ranges up to 4 metres. It depends on the transponder material
and the costs whether it is necessary to remove a transponder before a log is further processed.
The Fraunhofer Institute presented a RFID Transponder which mainly consists of lignin. Lignin
transponders have a low metal concentration and provide the possibility to save a single number
(Fraunhofer, 2010).

Bulk reading ability and no disruption of further processing steps make

these transponders very interesting for future applications.

Chapter 4
Biometric Wood Log Traceability

The idea of using biometric characteristics for human recognition has been carried to the
recognition of plants, vegetables, animals and industrial products.

Hence, the concept of

human biometrics was also carried to tree log recognition. By analogy to human recognition,
it is assumed that wood logs are unique entities which can be recognized using biometric log
characteristics.

This chapter rst introduces theoretical background on biometic systems in Section 4.1 and
second provides a structured review on research related to biometric log recognition in Section 4.2.

4.1 Biometric Systems
With the signicant changes in society and economy human recognition became a major
task in our life.

Related to human recognition the term

Biometrics

stands for the study

of behavioural or physiological characteristics to identify living people.

Biometric systems

are almost always computer aided systems for biometric recognition of humans.

Currently

used biometric systems use characteristics like ngerprints, iris, retina, handwriting, face, gait
and many more to extract biometric features of living persons. Beneath biometric systems for
human recognition - approaches treating recognition of vegetables, plants, animals or products
were presented (Wayman et al., 2005).

These approaches are based on the theoretical background and concepts from human recognition to explore biometric systems for new elds of applications. Subsequently, an introduction
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to biometric system characteristics (Section 4.1.1) and the performance evaluation of biometric
systems (Section 4.1.2) is given.

4.1.1 System Characteristics and Classication Categories
In this section characteristics and classication categories of biometric systems are considered
in detail. For this purpose categories and modes of biometric systems as described in Maltoni
et al. (2009) are presented.

Verication vs. Identication mode

Commonly, biometric systems are either classied

as identication or as verication systems, whereat
regardless of the operation mode.
the system (see Fig. 4.1).

recognition

is used as universal term

Both modes require that humans become enrolled into

Depending on the used biometric characteristics specic sensors

are used to capture/ digitize the related characteristics. Next, the biometric system extracts
features from the captured characteristics. Out of these features a compact and comparable
representation, called

template

is generated.

Commonly, biometric applications store the

template together with personal information (e.g. an ID or name) into a database or data
carrier.

personal
information
capture
characteristics

feature
extractor

Figure 4.1:

DB

template

Biometric system - enrolment schemata

The two operation modes can be distinguished regarding the recognition procedure of the
system:



Verication

systems are based on one-to-one comparison.

A person requesting au-

thentication by the system has to announce the claimed identity to the system using
personal information (e.g.

ID, PIN, magnetic cards, ...).

The system then compares

the biometric characteristics of the person to those from the pre-stored template of the
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claimed person in the system database. Consequently, the system can accept or reject
the claimed identity. The term

authentication

is likely used as synonym for verication,

as verication conrms or negates the claimed identity of a person.



Identication systems perform one-to-many comparisons.

For each request of a person

the system compares all pre-stored templates in the system database to the template
generated from the biometric characteristics of the person.
a decision if the person is enrolled in the system.

The system has to make

Consequently, a single template in

the database has to be selected as the person's template. If there is no corresponding
template available, the system fails and rejects the claim for identication.

Beside the basic classication into verication or identication systems a biometric system can
operate in further modes:



online vs. oine
Recognition can be performed immediately or with a long delay response. Online systems
are almost always fully automatic, while o-line systems are likely to be supervised semiautomatic systems.



positve vs. negative recognition
A system that operates in positive recognition mode tests if a person is already enrolled.
Thereby the system checks if the claimed (explicit or implicit) identity is correct or
not.

Consequently, it prevents dierent users from using the same identity.

In the

negative recognition mode the system checks if the person is not enrolled in the system.
It prevents a single user from using multiple identities.
performed in identication or verication systems.

Positive recognition can be

Due to the fact that all templates

have to be checked, negative recognition can only be established in an identication
system.

Application Taxonomy:

Additionally to these basic classications biometric systems can

be described using application-dependent categories (Wayman et al., 2005):



overt vs. covert



standard vs. non-standard environment



habituated vs. non-habituated



public vs. non-public



attended vs. non-attended



open vs. closed
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The development of a biometric system relies on the

quality of the selected biometric characteristics. The quality of a biometric characteristic can
be assessed considering a set of criteria (Maltoni et al., 2009):



universality - is the characteristic available for each person?



distinctiveness - is it possible to receive a strong variation between a set of individuals?



permanence - is it invariant against change over time?



collectability - can it be captured or digitized with sensors?



performance - dierent measures that describe the accuracy, robustness and speed of
the system using the characteristic (see Section 4.1.2)



acceptability - is it tolerated by the individual to capture or digitize the characteristic?



circumvention - is it possible to defraud the biometric system?

Compared to the other criteria, performance, acceptability and circumvention are criteria used
to evaluate and describe the biometric system. The other criteria describe the quality of the
biometric characteristic itself.

4.1.2 System Performance Evaluation
This section describes (error) measures that are used to assess the performance of biometric
systems as described in Maltoni et al. (2009).

Each time a biometric system compares two

s

templates, a matching algorithm computes a matching score ( ) normalized between 0 and
1.

The closer to 1 the higher is the certainty that the templates are from the same person.

The decision if two templates are said to be from the same person depends on a threshold

t

( ).

If the matching score between two templates is lower than the system's threshold, the

two templates form a non-matching pair, otherwise they form a matching pair.

Out of this,

two biometric system errors are derived:



False match or false acceptance



False non-match or false rejection

denotes a matching pair where the com-

denotes a non-matching pair where the

pared templates are not from the same

compared templates are from the same

person

person
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It has to be noted that the terms "false acceptance" and "false rejection" have dierent
meanings in positive or negative recognition mode. Instead, false match and false non-match
have the same mode-independent meaning.

Nevertheless, in practical use the terms "false

match" and "false non-match" are preferably used. The performance evaluation of a biometric
system is based on the computation of the false match rate (FMR) and the false non-match
rate (FNMR). These rates can be determined considering the impostor and genuine distribution
of the system:



Impostor Distribution



Genuine Distribution

of the matching scores of each enrolled

of the matching scores between several

template of a single person to all tem-

templates generated from the biometric

plates of the other enrolled persons - can

characteristics of a single person - can

also be denoted as interclass variance.

also be denoted as intraclass variance.

Figure 4.2 illustrates how the FMR and FNMR are determined for a certain threshold and given
impostor and genuine distributions of a biometric system. For a positive recognition system the
FMR describes the percentage of comparisons that would be accepted by the system although
the templates are from dierent persons.

The FMNR gives the percentage of comparisons

Probability (p)

that would be rejected although the templates are from the same person. Consequently, the

Threshold (t)
Impostor distribution
Genuine distribution

FNMR
FMR
0

Matching score (s)

1

Biometric errors: FMR and FNMR for given impostor and genuine distributions at a certain
threshold (t). (Template: Maltoni et al. (2009))

Figure 4.2:

selection of the threshold inuences the performance of the biometric system.

For example,

a high security application will choose a high threshold, taking into account that the system
denies access for a higher percentage of actually authorized persons - increasing FNMR and
decreasing FMR. Alternatively, tolerant systems use lower thresholds to ensure that a high
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amount of authorized persons are accepted and so decreasing the FNMR. As described in
Section 4.1.1, a biometric system operates either in verication or identication mode and the
term recognition is used universally. In both modes the system has to decide if the template
of an individual/ object is known to the system.

For verication performance evaluation the equal error rate (EER) is a general benchmark.
The EER is dened as the error rate at the threshold where FMR and FNMR are equal. EER
is likely used as measure for the comparison of dierent biometric systems. Because FMR and
FNMR are depending on the threshold value they can be described as functions FMR(t) and
FNMR(t) as illustrated in the plot in Fig. 4.3a. This plot oers further points of interests like
the zero false match rate (ZFMR) and the zero false non-match rate (ZFMNR).

Another possibility to get an overview on the verication performance of a biometric system
is to analyse its receiver operating characteristic (ROC). This curve visualizes the dependency
of the FMR on the FNMR for changing system thresholds.

Figure 4.3b depicts a sample

illustration for a ROC curve and the resulting use cases using dierent thresholds. It is shown
that low security applications (e.g.

forensic applications) require a low FNMR and therefore

take a higher FMR into account. High security applications have to ensure that they can only
be accessed by authorized people and so they require a low FMR. On the other hand a lower
FMR implies a higher FNMR and so the amount of actually authorized people that are not

ZFNMR

ZFMR

FNMR(t)

FMR(t)

False Match Rate (FMR)

Error

recognized by the system increases.

Low Security

EER

High Security

EER
0

0

Threshold(t)

Equal error rate estimation - Illustration of the FMR(t)
and FMNR(t) curves and the corresponding points of interest.
(a)

Figure 4.3:

False Non Match Rate (FNMR)

Illustration of a receiver operating characteristic and the corresponding use cases
(ROC).
(b)

Biometric performance curves. (Templates: Maltoni et al. (2009))
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The identication performance is evaluated by matching a set of probe templates to all templates enrolled in the database Jain et al. (2007). We refer to closed-set identication where
it is assumed that all individuals/objects of the probe templates are enrolled in the system.
The MSs between each probe template and all database templates are ordered according to
the MS. The ordered MSs of each probe template are used to compute the probability that
the correct template is ranked within the top

k -ranked

MSs. The probabilities for each rank

are illustrated in a curve which is denoted as Cumulative Match Characteristic (CMC).

4.2 Research on Biometric Log Recognition
So far the research related to log recognition can be subdivided into four groups:

1.

Log Shape Recognition In the works of Chiorescu and Grönlund (2003, 2004); Flodin
et al. (2008a) the log shape is used as biometric characteristic and geometric properties
are utilized as biometric features.

2.

Knot Recognition The investigations in Flodin et al. (2007, 2008b) show that knots
and their locations are suited as biometric characteristics and features, respectively.

3.

Log to Board Recognition Equal as in the previous group knot positions are utilized in
(Flodin et al., 2008a,b) to establish traceability between logs and the boards sawn from
it. Furthermore, Peterson (2009) showed a preliminary study on log to board tracking
using the pixel correlation between the log and board end face annual ring patterns.

4.

Log End Recognition The group of research which directly relates to the topic of this
work uses the log end of a log as biometric characteristic. Annual ring pattern and/or
shape information are utilized as biometric features. Works treating log end biometrics
were presented by Barrett (2008); Schraml et al. (2014b, 2015d,b,a).

In the subsequent sections a literature review on research in each group is presented.

Addi-

tionally, Section 4.2.4 presents recent research dealing with wood board recognition.

4.2.1 Log Shape Recognition
In the works of Chiorescu and Grönlund (2003, 2004) measurement data from the outer shapes
of logs are utilized as biometric features.

The log shapes were captured with a two-axis log
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scanner and a three-dimensional log scanner, respectively.

Basically, Chiorescu and Grönlund (2003) is the rst work dealing with log biometrics.
authors had the intention to use existing environment to enable log traceability.

The

For their

experiments, the on-bark shape of 879.571 logs (spruce and pine) was scanned using a 2-axis
scanner. Out of this data seven biometric features (length, diameter, bumpiness, taper, butt,
bow and ovality) were computed and stored into a database. In a rst step the whole dataset
was used to nd the most discriminative feature set, considering dierent combinations of
features.

Results show that the best feature combination consists of four features:

ter, length, taper and bumpiness.

diame-

Using these features approximately 98% of the logs are

recognized as unique individuals. The second step investigates the measurement accuracy of
the utilized 2D-axis scanner.
positions.

Hundred logs were measured ve times at random rotational

The standard deviations for each feature are used to assess the measurement ro-

bustness. Based on the insights of the previous investigations a tree-based searching algorithm
is introduced. The recognition rate for the proposed matching algorithm is evaluated by a simulation.

Therefore a second test-set is created.

This test-set is derived from the measured

log features and incorporates measurement deviations caused by the scanner. The simulation
indicates that the utilized 2-axis scanner is too inaccurate to accomplish a recognition rate
over 34%. The authors assessed that the scanner measurement accuracy and the recognition
algorithm have a major impact onto the recognition rate.

As a consequence of the previous insights Chiorescu and Grönlund (2004) used a threedimensional scanner. This scanner is normally used for optimal positioning of the logs into the
headrig and is able to create a complete three-dimensional shape model of a log. Out of this
model 27 parameter for optimal sawing are calculated. Nine of them were selected as biometric features. They were chosen with regard to their measurement robustness (volume, length,
area minimum diameter, middle diameter, log taper, top taper, bumpiness, relative taper and
bow). As test set 772 debarked logs were divided into three diameter classes and each log was
scanned three times.

The rst scan was performed after the log was debarked.

Further two

scans were performed after storing periods of two weeks and two months. For the recognition
procedure two dierent algorithms were proposed and tested. The rst algorithm is a further
development of the search algorithm in Chiorescu and Grönlund (2003). It is an one-variable
procedural search based on a robustness ranking of the features.

The robustness was esti-

mated regarding the measurement accuracy of the scanner during the repeated scanning of a
set of logs.

Compared to this, the second algorithm uses all features concurrently based on

multivariate principal component analysis and a nearest neighbour search. Recognition rates
ranged between 80% and 95% depending on the diameter, matching algorithm and the time
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Chiorescu and Grönlund (2004) advise that future work has

to pay attention on the inuence of bark on the recognition rate. In most Swedish sawmills,
logs get debarked/ butt end reduced and scanned before they are processed by the headrig. It
follows that the rst scan at the log sorting station is done with bark and the second scan is
done debarked and possibly butt-end reduced.

In the work of Flodin et al. (2008a) the authors take up the suggestion for future work in
Chiorescu and Grönlund (2004).

The authors present investigations on traceability from the

log sorting station to the saw intake. Therefore, a special three dimensional scanner is used at
the log sorting station. In bark suppression mode, the scanner is able to dierentiate between
clear wood and bark using the so-called tracheid eect of wood. For the experiments the logs
were scanned at the log sorting station and before the saw intake.

The test-set is divided

into two diameter specic groups, each consisting of 50 logs. At the log sorting station, each
log was scanned three times with bark suppression and once without bark suppression.

The

scan at the saw intake (each log got debarked and butt-end reduced) was done a month later.
For each scanned log 11 biometric outer shape features were extracted. Further, the features
were used to compute intra-measurement dierences between the three bark-suppression log
scans and the inter-dierences between scans from the log sorting station and the saw intake.
By analogy to the previous works the measurement dierences are used to rank the features
regarding to their robustness and reliability for a ngerprint approach. Like in Chiorescu and
Grönlund (2004), the matching is based on multivariate principal components analysis.

The

recognition rate was computed comparing each log from the saw intake to all logs from the log
sorting station of the respective diameter group. For small sized logs and bark suppression a
recognition rate of 91.8% and without bark suppression 77.6% could be achieved. Large-sized
logs were hardly inuenced by the butt-end reducer and consequently a recognition rate of
63.6% - bark suppression and 54% - no suppression could be reached.

4.2.2 Log to Board Recognition
Two publications from Jens Flodin (Flodin et al. (2007), Flodin et al. (2008b)) focus on
traceability between logs and cut boards. Each log was scanned with an x-ray and an optical
log scanner.

The log length as well as the knot positions and lengths were extracted as

biometric features. After sawing, a surface scanner was used to determine the board lengths
and knot positions plus lengths of each board. These biometric features were used to match
each board to all logs of the test-set.

Results show that this approach reaches a correct

matching for approximately 90% of all boards.
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Furthermore, in the master thesis of Peterson (2009) a feasibility study on using end-grain
characteristics to enable traceability between sawn wood and their parent logs is presented.
By using log end information his thesis is thematically related to log end recognition.

Sixty Douglas r trees were cross cut at both ends which led to 120 CS slices. Each slice was
captured in a studio - three times over a period of three days. On each CS reference points
were used to capture three equally aligned CS-Images from each CS. The CS-Images were
then manually cropped and subdivided into cants and boards simulating end grain images of
sawn wood. As a matching score the ratio of the correlated pixels between two images is used.
No features were extracted and no image processing was performed. In the experiments board
images were matched against cant images and cant images against CS-Images. The matching
was performed between images from dierent days.

All matching congurations reached

recognition rates between 83% to 98%. However, the detailed results are less meaningful due
to the oversimplied approach and experimental settings.

4.2.3 Log End Recognition
As described in Section 4.1, various works showed that concepts of human biometrics can be
transferred to other elds of applications. By comparing human ngerprints to the annual ring
patterns of log ends one perceives their similarity. Log end faces show biometric information
in terms of annual rings, pith position, shape and dimension. This raised the question if single
wood logs can be identied using CS-Images of log ends as biometric characteristics.

Basically, the scheme of a biometric recognition system is set up on ve components: Data
Acquisition, Preprocessing, Feature Extraction, Template Generation and Template Matching.
In case of log end biometrics, data acquisition is the capturing of digital CS-Images of log ends.
In the preprocessing stage CS analysis is performed. In case of CS-Images the CS in the CSImage is separated from the background (see Section 2.2.4).

Furthermore, the pith position

needs to be detected which is required as reference point for CS alignment (see Section 2.2.1).
Finally, the annual ring pattern is enhanced.

The preprocessed CS-Image is passed to the

feature extraction component which extracts information of the annual ring pattern and shape
of the CS. For template generation a compact and fast comparable representation of the
extracted features is computed.

Template matching is the task of verication or identication of an individual or subject. For
this purpose, the individual/ subject must be enrolled in the biometric system. In case of log
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Exemplary enrolment and identication schemes for a biometric log recognition system (Image
source: Schraml et al. (2015a))
Figure 4.4:

recognition, the enrolment procedure could be performed during the harvesting procedure in
the forest.

An exemplary enrolment and identication scheme for wood logs is depicted in

Fig. 4.4. For enrolment the end of a fresh cut log is captured using a digital camera mounted
on a harvester. Subsequently, the rst four steps of the biometric system chain are completed
and the computed log template is stored to a database. Additionally, the harvester operator
can assign further informational meta data to each log template in the database.

CS-Images for identication could be captured at the sorting station, at the sawmill yard or at
any conveyor belt equipped with a capturing device. A captured CS Image is then processed
by the biometric system and a log template is computed. This log template is matched to all
available log templates in the database. Commonly, the best match is used to determine the
identity of the log. Furthermore, additional meta data can be retrieved or appended from/ to
the log record in the database.

4.2.3.1 Literature Review
The rst work on log end biometrics was presented by Barrett (2008) as an eort to curb
poaching of trees.

In Fig. 4.5a the interface of the proposed biometric system is depicted.

In the experimental evaluation CS-Images of the tree stump and the corresponding log ends
are utilized.

Both show up strong saw kerf patterns.

moments were computed.

As biometric features Pseudo-Zernike

For establishing rotation invariance CS-Images segmented by an

operator (Fig. 4.5a) are centred using the centre of mass.

In the experimental evaluation
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Biometric System: The CSs are segmented by an
operator.
(a)

Figure 4.5:

(b)
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Genuine/ Impostor Score Distribution

Biometrics of cut tree faces (images source: Barrett (2008))

several hundred images from a few dozen samples of stump and log end were utilized.

The

images of each stump and log pair where captured at dierent distances and viewpoints.
Additionally, the amount of imposter scores is increased by computing matching scores for a
set of images captured from dierent log ends not included in the stump-log end set.

The

genuine and impostor distributions are depicted in Fig. 4.5b. The results are convincing and
indicate that the combination of log end shape and saw pattern information represented by
Zernike polynomials is suited for log to stump recognition.

As part of the FWF project TRP-254 entitled with

images (TreeBio)

Traceability of logs by means of digital

we pushed the research in this eld one step forward.

In dierence to

Barrett (2008) our research focused on log tracking from forest to further processing companies
(Fig. 4.4. My master thesis Schraml (2013) (sections from the theoretical part are used in this
diploma thesis too) treats two tasks of a biometric log end recognition system: Pith Estimation
and CS Segmentation. These tasks are treated in Section 2.2.1 and 2.2.4, respectively. So far,
four publications derived from our research: Schraml et al. (2014b); Schraml and Uhl (2014);
Schraml et al. (2015d,b). The testsets utilized in Schraml et al. (2015d,b) were captured in
the context of this diploma thesis. In our rst work Schraml et al. (2014b) longitudinal and
temporal variances of CSs are analysed.

These variances are related to the robustness and

applicability of biometric log traceability using log end images.

For this purpose, one single

tree log was sliced into 35 CS slices using a bandsaw.

Each CS slice was captured four times in four time delayed sessions.

Subsequently, for all

CS-Images biometric templates were computed and matched to all other templates. Template
computation relies on the ngerprint recognition approach proposed by Jain et al. (2000, 2001)
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which was adopted and extended to
work with CS-Images.
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Results show that:


With an increasing time span between two CS-Images of the same CS the matching
score gets worse (see Fig. 4.7b) .



Adjacent CS slices show good matching scores.

An increasing slice distance between

two CS slices deteriorates the matching score (Fig. 4.7c).

In our second work Schraml et al. (2015b) we shed light on the question if log end biometrics
are suited to discriminate between a large set of tree logs. To address this question we explored
the applicability of ngerprint and iris-recognition based methods to identify 150 dierent tree
logs. The ngerprint-based method is the same as utilized in Schraml et al. (2014b), extended
by two matching procedures which incorporate shape information in dierent ways.

For the

iris-based methods dierent feature extractors and matchers from the University of Salzburg
Iris Toolkit (USIT) are utilized.

Additionally, for both methods the impact of enhancement
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Illustration of the impact of enhancement for the two dierent techniques investigated in Schraml
et al. (2015b). The illustrations in (c,d) show polar transformed CS-Images utilized by the iris-based methods.
Figure 4.8:

is assessed.

All experiments were performed without and with two dierent enhancement

procedures. Exemplary preprocessed CS-Images utilized by the dierent methods are illustrated
in Fig. 4.8.

The results provide rst valuable insights on the general applicability of log end

biometrics to distinguish between a large set of tree logs.

Results in Fig. 4.9 show that

ngerprint and iris recognition based approaches can be successfully transferred to the eld of
wood log tracking. Based on the variety of 150 logs the results indicate that both approaches
are suited for log identication. In the identication performance experiments the ngerprint
based approach and all iris congurations which use Log-Gabor features (

512 × 512

pixels

polar transformation format) achieve 100% detection rate at Rank 1. We conclude that Gabor
features are well suited to extract discriminative annual ring pattern features.

All results

show that shape information is important to increase the performance and the robustness
of the biometric system.

The best ngerprint-based approach utilized shape information in

the matching procedure and the iris-based approaches rely on polar-transformation which is
based on the CS boundary and pith position.
a high degree on shape information.

Also the approach by Barrett (2008) relies to

Furthermore, all conducted experiments were based on

groundtruth (GT) data of the CS boundary and pith position.
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Identication performance evaluation - Rank 1 detection rates. (Image source: Schraml et al.
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Based on these observations, in Schraml et al. (2015d) we assessed the discriminative power
of geometric log end features. For the experiments, again the acquired testsets of this diploma
thesis were used and dierent geometric features (Fig. 4.10) were extracted based on the CS
boundaries and pith positions. In assessing the verication performance for groundtruth data
we

investigated

the

basic

discriminative

power

of

these

features.

In case of groundtruth data for the CS border
and pith position the verication performance
evaluation showed that radial distances from
the pith and centroid center to the CS boundary and Zernike moments (Z) show a high discriminative power. Score level fusion of these
features leads to an EER of 0.54%. The validation of these features for automated segmentation Schraml and Uhl (2014) and pith
estimation Schraml and Uhl (2013) showed
that Zernike moments achieve the highest reliability.

Figure 4.10:

Geometric feature extraction illustration.

Compared to Zernike moments the

EERs for centroid distances and pith distances are strongly inuenced by automated segmentation and pith estimation.

Finally, in Schraml et al. (2015a) additionally to the single log used in Schraml et al. (2014b)
further two logs are used to explore the robustness of log end biometrics in an industrial application. From each log 16 CS slices were cut down and the rough and sanded CS surfaces
of each CS slice were captured with a digital camera. Consequently, the captured CS-Images
enable to consider a third group of CS variations, denoted as CS surface variations. Surface
variations arise if dierent cutting tools are utilized for the rst cut in the forest and the
clearance cut in the further processing company (e.g. chain-saw and circular saw). In the experiments the impact of longitudinal and surface variations on the intraclass variability and the
separability between the intra- and interclass matching scores are investigated. Furthermore,
the identication performance for dierent real world like scenarios is evaluated.

For tem-

plate computation the ngerprint-based approach and the improved enhancement procedure
of Schraml et al. (2015b) is utilized. Three dierent template matching procedures enable to
present results for annual ring pattern features, shape features and the fusion of both.

All

results show that feature fusion increases the robustness signicantly and it turned out that CS
surface variations are not crucial for the verication performance. Based on the identication
performance experiments we conclude that biometric log recognition is qualied to overcome
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the issue of cutting log ends in the sawmill up to 7.5 centimetres in thickness, even if the
second cut in the sawmill is performed with another cutting tool. The analysis of the longitudinal CS variations for dierent slice distances points out that knots are disturbing factors.
Surprisingly, the results indicate that knots do not introduce any propagative eects to the
annual ring pattern and the CS shape.

4.2.4 Wood Board Recognition
Besides the recognition of logs or log to board recognition, eorts were taken to establish wood
board recognition.

In the context of the PhD thesis of Pahlberg (2014) three publications

treat tracking of sawn boards based on digital surface images: Pahlberg and Hagman (2012);
Pahlberg et al. (2015a,b).

Basically, it is assumed that knots on wood boards are suited for board recognition. In Pahlberg
and Hagman (2012); Pahlberg et al. (2015a) a corner/blob detector is utilized to detect
keypoints = knots on the surface of each wood board. For each keypoint a feature descriptor is
computed. The feature descriptors then compose the biometric template of the corresponding
board. As feature descriptors Block and Speeded-up Robust Features (SURF,Bay et al. (2008))
were utilized.

Block features compute the normalized intensity information in a 25x25 pixel

region around each keypoint.

For the Block features two dierent keypoint detectors were

utilized: In Pahlberg and Hagman (2012) the Features from Acclerated Segment Test (FAST,
Rosten and Drummond (2006)) and in Pahlberg et al. (2015a) the Harris corner detector
(Harris and Stephens, 1988) was utilized because of robustness considerations. In case of SURF
features blobs are detected at dierent scales. For each detected blob a feature vector with 64
values is computed.

SURF was congured to cover regions between 9x9 to 147x147mm.

In

the second paper Pahlberg et al. (2015a) the blob keypoint detector sensitivity was decreased
to increase the amount of keypoint detections. Furthermore, the fusion of both methods was
evaluated.

In Fig. 4.11 for one board the Block and SURF feature descriptors are visualized

on the original board and for an distorted version of the board which was used for matching
the features.

Results in Pahlberg and Hagman (2012); Pahlberg et al. (2015a) showed that

the fusion of both descriptors increases the accuracy.

In case of boards with more than 20

knots 100% accuracy was obtained for high and low-quality wood board surface images. For
boards with a minimal number of >10 knots the accuracy decreases to 90%.

In the last paper (Pahlberg et al., 2015b) for every keypoint (=knot) a descriptor is created
by computing the distances and angles to the

k

closet neighbours.

Hence, the descriptor is
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Wood board recognition based on knot detection and feature extraction (Image source: Pahlberg
and Hagman (2012))
Figure 4.11:

denoted as

k -plet

descriptor.

matrix. For matching the
each

k -plet

pair.

The

k -plets

for each keypoint are normalized and stored in a

k -plets of two boards the sum of squared (SSD) is computed between

Pairs which show a low similarity

the authors searched for the best

k

and

λ

<λ

are removed.

In their investigations

values. The authors investigated the performance

with dierent error levels regarding the knot position detection accuracy. For an error level of
5mm, 100% recognition rate was achieved.

Results show that with an increasing error level

the recognition performance decreases signicantly.

Part II
Log End Image Analysis Project
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Chapter 5
Project Report

This chapter presents a report for the project conducted by the three pupils of the higher
technical college in Kuchl.

Our research on log end biometrics within the FWF TRP-254

project forms the basis for this project.

For this purpose, Section 5.1 shines a light on the

necessity for databases in biometric performance evaluation and in Section 5.1.1 the requirements for the acquisition of log end image databases are worked out.

These requirements

lead to the denition of the project goals described in Section 5.2. In Section 5.3 the project
implementation is outlined.
start are outlined.

At the beginning, legal and formal requirements for the project

Subsequently, the workpackage structure dened by the pupils is shown.

In the subsequent sections (5.4,5.5,5.6) detailed reports for each workpackage are provided.
This includes a very detailed description of the CS annotation tool, especially developed for
this project, in Section 5.5.2.

Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this thesis and summarizes the

contributions of this project.

5.1 Databases for Performance Evaluation
Naturally, performance evaluation demands a database suited to compute the errors a biometric
system produces. The basics of biometric performance evaluation were already introduced in
Section 4.1.

During the last decade several databases were published for dierent human

biometric traits. Such databases enable that performance evaluations and results for dierent
approaches get comparable.

Nowadays, for scientic investigations in the eld of human

biometrics one or more of these databases have to be used in the experimental evaluation.
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One major issue when exploring new elds of applications is the lack of testset data.
one of the rst tasks is to acquire testset data.

Thus,

Depending on the eld of application this

can be quite challenging, dierent requirements need to be considered and domain specic
problems have to be addressed. In the next section problems and requirements for acquiring
an appropriate database for log end biometrics are discussed and summarized.

5.1.1 Log End Image Database Requirements
Depending on the application a biometric system has to deal with a certain amount of individuals. Just think of human biometrics: While a door or smart-phone ngerprint scanner just
needs to grant access to a few individuals, an international criminal ngerprint recognition
system probably needs to handle millions of individuals.

However, biometric research is commonly conducted using databases containing a sucient
number of individuals. Such databases enable to investigate the uniqueness and permanence
of the utilized biometric characteristic.

Uniqueness means that the biometric characteristic

and the computed templates for dierent individuals should vary strongly. Permanence is the
requirement that they do not change over time. Related to those requirements there are two
basic issues which a biometric system must handle:

Intraclass variability and Interclass similarity

Interclass similarity is the problem that

dierent individuals eventually show up similar biometric characteristics. Intraclass variability
is an issue due to internal and external caused variations between a set of templates of the
same individual. External variations occur due to irregularities in the template generation procedure, e.g. dierent sensors or capturing environments. Furthermore, the visual appearance
of the biometric characteristic is aected or modicated by external inuences, e.g. abrasion
of ngerprints. Internal variations are eventually caused by an intrinsic modication or change
of the biometric characteristic itself, e.g. temporal variations caused by the ageing process.

As a consequence, two simple requirements for data acquisition in the project were dened.
The rst one enables to assess the interclass similarity between dierent logs:

Database Requirement 1 (Interclass Similarity - Variation of Individuals) A database
for investigating log end biometrics has to be composed by CS-Images of as many dierent
logs as possible.
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The second requirement enables to assess the intraclass similarity. In case of log ends external
and internal caused variations/ modications of CSs of a single log have an impact on the
intraclass variability:

Database Requirement 2 (Intraclass Variability - Variations of each individual) Biometric
system performance evaluation requires manifold data of the biometric characteristic of each
individual. For each log in the database several image of it's log end need to be captured.

5.2 Project Goals
Based on the basic need for a database the project goals were extended to provide a scope
which unies practical and a theoretical aspects.

From the beginning on Erwin Treml, my

counterpart from the HTL Kuchl, was very endeavoured to set up a project together. Based
on his idea, the second goal of the project was to investigate dependencies between wood
properties visible on the CS and other quality relevant log measurements. Particular attention
was given to investigate if any measurements show a signicant correlation to the presence of
reaction wood on the CS. Consequently, two goals formed the basis for the collaboration and
for the pupils which processed the project:

Project Goal 1 (Database Acquisition) Acquire a database which fulls Database Requirement 1 and 2.

Project Goal 2 (Analysis of log end face properties) Investigate potential correlations
between wood properties visible on log end faces and log measurements provided by a 3D log
scanner.

In declaring the project goals it turned out that a software tool is required which enables to
annotate wood properties on log end faces (documentation see Section 5.5.2).

A valuable

side eect of such a tool is that annotated CS-Images contain groundtruth information which
is useful for assessing the performance of automated CS analysis approaches.

Furthermore,

ground truth data can be used for template computation in the preprocessing stage. This is
very valuable in case of log end biometrics to circumvent errors caused by pith estimation and
CS segmentation errors.
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5.3 Project Implementation
The implementation of a project as a part of the higher school certicate examination is
regulated by the Austrian school education law 34(3) SchUG in conjunction with the exam
regulations for higher vocational schools 22(1) BGBl. II Nr. 70.

For the ocial approval of the project by the HTL Kuchl, the pupils had to compose a project
application in German (see Appendix .1).

Together with the two advisor's and two formal

representatives of the school the pupils signed this application and agreed to submit their
diploma thesis until the 16th of May, 2014.

In addition, a project agreement between the

director of the HTL Kuchl and the FWF TRP-254 project head Alexander Petutschnigg was
signed.

The application contains a short description of the project, summarizes the project baseline
and species project and non-project goals.

Furthermore, the pupils subdivided the project

into six workpackages (WPs), each including a set of tasks. For each task the overall aim and
the responsibilities were dened. Based on this, the pupils scheduled the project timeline (see
Appendix .2).

5.3.1 Workpackages
Six WPs were processed by the pupils:

1. Project Management

4. Literature Research

2. Data Aquisition

5. Statistical Analysis

3. Data Annotation

6. Diploma Thesis

On behalf of the ocial project partner (University of Applied Sciences Salzburg/ project
leader of the FWF TRP-254) I acted as contact person for the pupils.

Therefore, I was

involved in the data acquisition, data annotation and statistical analysis WPs. The other WPs
were carried out by the pupils with support from their advisor's. For the documentation of the
project progress the pupils wrote monthly reports (Appendix .4) and protocols of our meetings
(Appendix .3).

Subsequently, a review on the Data Acquisition and Data Annotation WPs is presented.
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5.4 Database Acquisition
This WP constitutes the practical part of the project which was intended to be completed
until the end of the summer holidays for those nal projects.

Consequently, the pupils have

all data they need and enough time to process the theoretical part of the project and to draft
their thesis.

The data acquisition WP represents the practical project part. The pupils were minor employed
to honour their work and to enable a basic insurance.

Thanks to Mr. Entacher and Treml

two sawmills supported the project and provided logs and technicians to accomplish data
acquisition. Hence, two appointments were xed to capture two datasets, one at each sawmill.

Basic Setup

All log end images were captured using a Canon EOS DMark (35mm). Instead

of using a common tripod the pupils hand-crafted a special mounting device.

This device

enables to x a certain distance between the log end face and the camera sensor for all logs
(Fig. 5.1).

Dataset Acquisition: The pupils handcrafted a mounting device and did all the work. Each log
end was cross-cut before capturing.
Figure 5.1:

5.4.1 Testset Entacher
The rst log end capturing session (09.07.2013) was supported by the sawmill Entacher in
Grossarl. Together with the two advisor's (Entacher, Treml) and me we all met at the sawmill
yard in the morning. While Mr. Entacher and Treml organized a set of logs and a small truck
the pupils and me explored how to x the acquisition setup with respect to full the database
requirements 1 and 2 formulated in Section 5.1.1. Subsequently, the pupils captured tree by
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Michael Geistlinger operated a small truck and transported each log from the log pile

to the place where the images were captured.

Subsequently, Michael Schober chopped the

log end with a chain saw which was assembled with a full chisel chain to avoid strong cutting
disturbances and to emphasize the annual ring pattern.

After cutting Michael Geistlinger

moved the log end face to the height of the mounting device which was placed to x the
camera/log end distance. Finally, Alexander Sampl took the pictures of each log.

Altogether, log end images from 50 dierent logs were taken.

One log end of each log was

captured four times with and four times without ash. Furthermore, eight logs were chopped
again and were captured once again, with and without ash.

Testset Entacher: Each row shows four CS-Images of a single log. The rst two CS-Images
illustrate the dierence of capturing the log end with and without ash. The latter two images are taken after
the log end was cross-cut, with and without ash.
Figure 5.2:

5.4.2 Testset Mayr-Melnhof
The second capturing session was done in the sawmill Mayr-Melnhof (MM) in St.Georgen im
Attergau by the pupils. The sawmill showed a great support and 141 logs were especially taken
out of the log processing chain. To investigate a possible relationship between reaction wood
on the log end face and other log properties, bended logs were chosen. Bended logs tend to
show up reaction wood on their end faces.

Initially, each log was labelled with a number on the end face using a spray. Subsequently, each
log was measured with the 3D-scanning device installed at the sawmill. The device provides
measurements regarding taper, ovality and bending of each log. All numbered and measured
logs were aligned at the sawmill yard.

For image capturing each log was processed in the following way: First, the numbered log end
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was chop cut using the chain saw using the full chisel chain.

Second, the cut end face was

damped using a sponge to emphasize the reaction wood areas (Fig. 5.3). Third, the camera
mounting device was positioned and each log was captured three times without ash. Finally,
the cut slice with the reference number was captured.

The captured CS-Images of each log

were labelled according to the reference number.

Figure 5.3:

Testset Mayr-Melnhof: CS-Images from 8 dierent logs

By nishing the data acquisition at the Entacher and the MM sawmill, the pupils fullled
Project Goal 1 (see Section 5.2).

5.5 Database Annotation
This WP is required because the captured CS-Images need to be annotated for the analysis of possible relationships between CS wood properties as dened for Project Goal 2 (see
Section 5.2).

Hence, the annotated CS databases serve as basis for the statistical analysis

WP.

Initially, the pupils sorted and labelled all captured CS-Images. For labelling the CS-Images of
both datasets were named according to the following convention:

[Testset Name]_[Log ID]_[Number of CS-Image] | e.g. Entacher_1_1, MM_1_1
The IDs for the Entacher dataset logs were dened by the capturing order.
dataset the same IDs as marked on the log ends were utilized.

For the MM

Unluckily, it turned out that

for the 141 logs of the MM dataset the captured data for the logs with ID 104 to 122 (=19
logs) were lost for any reason. Thus, the MM dataset is composed by CS-Images of 141-19
= 122 logs.
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Annotation of each CS-Image was done using an especially developed tool. Subsequently, the
annotated wood properties and their features are outlined, followed by a detailed description
of the developed annotation tool.

5.5.1 Annotated CS Properties
We decided to annotate a set of wood properties which are valuable for two dierent purposes:

First, the CS border and the pith position are required for image registration by the biometric
log end recognition system. In case of automated pith estimation and CS segmentation there
are always errors which deteriorate the biometric system performance. By using groundtruth
data those errors are omitted. Furthermore, groundtruth data can be utilized to compete the
performance of automated segmentation and pith estimation procedures against.

Second, further four properties are annotated to explore possible relationships between them
and to investigate relationships between log end face properties and the 3D laser scanner
measurement data.

Furthermore, the annotated data enables to assess the performance of

automated CS feature detection methods - e.g. for knots, cracks, resin pockets and reaction
wood.

5.5.2 Annotation Software/ CrossSection Editor
In this section the development and the functionalities of the CS annotation software, denoted
as CrossSection Editor (CS-Editor) are introduced. The tool is written in Java and thus works
platform independent. For the graphical user interface (GUI) of the tool Java Swing is utilized.
The wood properties are marked by dening region of interests (ROIs). For this purpose, the
ROI functionalities provided by ImageJ are utilized.

Basically, the tool enables to mark the

following properties represented by a certain type of ImageJ ROI:



Pith Position - Point ROI



CS border - Polygon ROI



Knots - Polygon ROIs



Cracks - Polygon ROIS



Resin Pockets - Polygon ROIs



Reaction Wood - Polygon ROI and Line
ROI

The CS-Editor enables that for each log end image of a testset all properties can be marked
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Database Scheme for the CS-Editor
For this purpose, information of each testset and each

single CS-Image of a log needs to be available in the database.

5.5.2.1 Database
The database scheme utilized to map all relevant information is depicted in Fig. 5.4.

The

database scheme is designed to record the annotated data and meta information for each
captured CS-Image. The pivotal table is the CS-Image table which contains references to the
groundtruth data and meta data.

Meta information for each CS-Image is composed by information related to the testset, the
subset structure of the testset and the corresponding CS of a log which was captured. Testset
information is stored in the

Testset

table.

Basically, a testset entry contains the name of

the testset, a short description and the number of logs contained in the testset.
entries in the

Testset

depicted in Fig. 5.5.

The two

table for the Entacher and MM datasets are shown in the top left table
As described in Section 5.4.1 and Section 5.4.2 the Entacher and MM

datasets contain CS-Images from 50 and 122 dierent logs, respectively.

For each log and
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CrossSection

table is created as exemplary illustrated

for 11 logs of the Entacher dataset in the middle right table depicted in Fig. 5.5. In order to
map specic CS-Image capturing scenarios to each CS-Image, dierent testset codes in the

TestsetCode

table are specied. A testset code is assigned to a single testset by the foreign

key idTestset and is composed by title, image resolution and a description for the testset code
scenario. All testset codes for both datasets are shown in the top right table of Fig. 5.5. For
each captured CS-Image an entry in the CS-Image table is created by

1. specifying a name for the CS-Image,
2. assigning a serial image number to each CS-Image of a CS,
3. may assigning a specic textual info,
4. specifying the TestsetCode ID for the session in which the CS-Image was taken (TestsetCode_id),
5. specifying the CrossSection ID from which the CS-Image descends from,
6. and nally specifying the ID for the corresponding entry in the Groundtruth table.

Each entry in the

Groundtruth

table is associated to one single CS-Image and contains status

and data elds for each markable CS property. The status elds are restricted to hold Integer
values which are used in a twofold way.

Initially, the status elds are used as markers and they are set to -2.

A marker value of -2

expresses that no information for the related wood property is available so far. Depending on
the wood property the status elds can be changed to values from -1 to N. Properties like
the pith and the CS-border which always exist are standard wood properties.
be annotated in each CS-Image by the annotator.

They should

Thus, the status is changed to -1 if the

corresponding property has been annotated, otherwise it remains -2.

In case of wood properties which are not present in each CS-Image, the status elds can be
changed to -1 which means that the corresponding wood property is not shown in the CSImage.

In case of wood properties that may occur each singular instance of a property can

be annotated separately (e.g. knots).

For this reason, the status eld is set to the amount

of marked instances. As noted, each wood property can be marked using a certain ROI type.
The ROIs of each wood property are serialized in JAVA and stored as BLOB in the respective
ROI eld of the groundtruth table. For both testsets all required records in the database tables
were created manually using a script. In case that a new dataset is captured, new entries in
the database tables have to be added manually.

CS-Editor - MySql Database Tables: Exemplary entries illustrating the mapping of the data which
is stored for each CS-Image in the database.

Figure 5.5:
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5.5.2.2 CS-Editor Workow and Features
At startup the CS-Editor searches for CS-Images of all testsets which are available in the
predened standard CS-Image database folder. In order that CS-Images are detected the les
have to be named in the same way as in the CS-Image database table. Each testset for which
CS-Images were found is made available for selection in the menu bar. If no CS-Images were
found the user can select another directory which is subsequently used to search for CS-Images
(Fig. 5.6a). When the user selects a testset (Fig. 5.6b) the CS-Editor fetches the Groundtruth
record for each CS-Image of the testset which is available in the directory. Subsequently, an
overview for all CS-Images and wood properties is shown in the main frame of the CS-Editor
(Fig. 5.7). If the CS-Image name in the rst column (Image List) has a red background the
image le is not available in the chosen directory; otherwise a green background is shown
(Fig. 5.8).

For each available CS-Image the fetched groundtruth table record is utilized to

provide information about the corresponding wood properties in a set of columns in the main
frame (Property Options).

Annotation Procedure

The property option columns (Fig. 5.7) in the main frame enables

to edit a certain wood property.

As noted, some wood properties are mandatory and others

are not.

For the mandatory properties (Pith, Ellipse, CS border) the corresponding cell of the CS-Image
provides background-colour and textual information which indicate if the property has already
been annotated. If the property has already been annotated it is layered green and the textual
information indicates that the annotation can be modied. To open the annotation dialogue

(a)

CrossSection Editor at startup: Select directory.
Figure 5.6:

(b)

CS-Editor startup

Each detected testset is selectable.
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Overview of all CS-Images and wood properties for the selected testset.

Display for two CS-Images of the same CS of a testset. For the green layered image name the
corresponding image le is available in the selected database directory. The corresponding image le of the
red layered image name was not found.
Figure 5.8:

and to start the annotation procedure a single-click on the button in the corresponding property
cell is required.

In case of the non-mandatory properties a two-fold annotation procedure needs to be performed.

For this purpose two dierent cells are used to annotate each property.

column is used to specify if a CS-Image shows this property.

The rst

Initially, the non-mandatory

properties are layered with a dark-yellow colour and the textual information asks the user to
provide information regarding the presence of the property.

By single-clicking the button in

the corresponding cell, the user can specify if the property exists or not. If the user conrms
that a specic property exists, the state of the second column switches and provides the same
functionality as the cells for the mandatory elds.

Just a single-click is required to start the

annotation procedure.

Basically, all annotation dialogues share some basic features. Each dialogue provides a button
for saving and closing.

Editing is dierent for features which occur once and for features

where several instances of a property may occur.
are single instance properties.

In case of the mandatory properties all

Hence, if the dialogue has been opened in edit mode a third

button provides an option to modify the currently annotated instance of this property.

On
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the other hand, all non-mandatory properties may show no or multiple instances on a CS. For
this purpose, the ROI Manager of ImageJ is utilized.
additionally the ROI Manager is shown.

When the annotation dialogue opens

The ROI Manager provides an add, delete and edit

option to annotate multiple instances of a specic property.

Furthermore, all dialogues enable zooming using the plus and minus key of the keyboard.
Therefore, the cursor should be placed at the center point of the desired zoom region and
by pressing + or - the image is enlarged or shrinked with the cursor position as center point.
Thus, it is easy to navigate around and to zoom in/out to a certain ROI. Subsequently, short
descriptions for the annotation procedures of each wood property are provided.

Pith

For annotating the pith position the user just has to click on the pith position in the

CS-Image in the dialogue using the mouse cursor (Fig. 5.9a).

This places a pith position

marker. The marker can be moved or reset to another position.

(a)

Pith = set point at the pith position.

(c)

(b)

CS border = polygon points along the CS area border.

Ellipse = ellipse which embraces the CS area.
Figure 5.9:

Mandatory CS properties
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The ellipse is placed in the CS-Image window by one click. By clicking and holding

the mouse button the left x-axis point is set. Then the ellipse can be shrinked or enlarged by
dragging the right x-axis point of the ellipse. After releasing the mouse button the ellipse is
xed. After xing, four anchor points enable to improve the position and form of the ellipse
(Fig. 5.9c).

CS border

For the CS border the points of a polygon have to be specied. The start point

of the polygon is dened by the rst click.

Subsequently, further points should be added

according to the complexness of the CS border shape until the start point is reached again.
Finally, the polygon needs to be closed by clicking on the start point. The nal polygon can
be modied by dragging the anchor points (Fig. 5.9b).

Reaction Wood Proportion

The reaction proportion is determined according to the Aus-

trian grading rules (ÖHHU). Therefore, the reaction proportion is determined in relation to
the log diameter. Thus, the log diameter needs to be specied by an arrow that crosses the
pith position and intersects the largest possible share of reaction wood (Fig. 5.10 - Arrow).
Initially, the user has to specify an arrow which denes the log diameter.

The log diameter

arrow is marked by a click at the start and the end point in the CS-Image. Subsequently, the
user has to conrm the log diameter arrow using the "Save arrow" button.

By doing this,

the ROI Manager is opened and the arrow is added to the ROI Manager list. All subsequent
ROI lines, added over the ROI Manager, should be placed on this arrow at sections where
the arrow crosses a reaction wood area.

For adding a new line, the line needs to be drawn

rst. By clicking the "Add" button from the ROI Manager the new line is added to the ROI
Manager. Each ROI line can be modied by selecting it in the ROI Manager and dragging the
anchor points. The reaction wood proportion is dened as the ratio between the length of the
log diameter arrow and the total length of all placed reaction wood lines.

Reaction Wood Areas

Like for the CS border each reaction wood area should be annotated

by a single polygon. For this purpose, the user draws a polygon embracing a certain reaction
wood area (Fig. 5.11). The reaction wood polygon can be added using the add option in the
ROI Manager. Subsequently, a new area can be annotated by a polygon. Each added reaction
wood polygon can be added/deleted by selecting it in the ROI Manager.

Finally, the status

of the ROI Manager needs to be saved using the "Save RM-Status" button.

This quits the

annotation procedure.

Knots, Cracks and Resin Pockets

The annotation procedures for knots (Fig. 5.12),

cracks (Fig. 5.13) and resin pockets (Fig. 5.14) are the same as for reaction wood areas. The
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Figure 5.10:

Reaction Wood: Specifying the reaction wood amount according to the ÖHHU.

Figure 5.11:

Reaction Wood Areas: Each reaction wood area is specied by a single polygon.
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area of each property instance is annotated with a polygon which is added to the ROI Manager.
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Figure 5.12:

Figure 5.13:

Knots: Each knot is specied by a single polygon embracing the knot area.

Cracks: Each crack is specied by a single polygon embracing the knot area.
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resin pocket.
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Resin Pockets: Each resin pocket is specied by a single polygon embracing the area of the
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To improve and support the annotation workow three features were

implemented (see Fig. 5.15):

1. A double click on the CS-Image name in the rst column opens the CS-Image and
visualizes all annotated properties.

2. The pictures of a single CS for both datasets were captured with nearly no positional
variations.

Thus, a copy function is valuable to copy the annotated properties of one

CS-Image of a CS to the other CS-Images. Two Drag&Drop functions are available. The
rst option enables to copy all annotations from one to another CS-Image by dragging
the image name cell to the target image name cell.

After releasing the mouse button

the user is asked to conrm the copy action. Already annotated features for the target
image are overwritten.
D&D" checkbox.
CS-Images.

The second function needs to be enabled using the "Single

Subsequntly, particular annotated properties can be copied between

For this purpose, the corresponding property cell of the origin CS-Image

needs to be dragged from to the respective wood property cell of the target CS-Image.
The user is again asked to conrm the copy action.

3. Because there are still variations between dierent CS-Images of a CS the locations of the
copied wood property annotations need to be adjusted. To enable this adjustment for all
wood properties together in a single procedure a move feature is provided.
a reference property for the movement action must be chosen.

Therefore,

After selecting the

reference property and pressing the "Move Rois" button a dialog is shown (Fig. 5.15).
In this dialogue the reference property is shown which should be moved to the correct
position.

After conrming the action in the dialogue the movement is applied to all

other annotated wood properties.

74
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Figure 5.15:

The CS-Editor interface provides three extra features to improve and support the workow.
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5.6 Statistical Analysis
In this work package the pupils investigated possible relationships within wood properties on
log end faces and to other log properties provided by a 3D log scanner as formulated for
Project Goal 2 in Section 5.2.

For the statistical analysis we had to dene relevant property measurements which can be computed from the annotated properties. We selected eight measurements which are denoted as
log end face measurements - see Table 5.1. These log end face measurements were computed

1. CS-Area = Area of the CS [Pixel].

2. RW-Area = Summed area of all annotated reaction wood areas [Pixel].

3. R-Area = Summed area of all annotated resin pockets [Pixel].

4. K-Area = Summed area of all annotated knots [Pixel].

5.

λ-Ellipse

= Axis ratio of the CS shape ellipse.

6. E (Eccentricity) = distance between the pith position and the CS ellipse centre [Pixel].

7. D = Diameter, marked for the measurement of the reaction wood proportion according
to the grading rules [Pixel].

8. RW-Length = Summed lengths of the reaction wood areas intersected by the diameter
arrow [Pixel].

Table 5.1:

Log End Face Measurements

for each single CS-Image using the annotated data and were stored in an Excel le. For the
MM dataset the pupils assigned the 3D-scanner protocol entries to each log using the protocol
image which shows the ID label sprayed on the log end face (Fig. 5.16).

The 3D-scanner

protocol (just available for the MM dataset) provides a large list of log shape measurements
that can be used for the statistical analysis. The utilized measurements are listed in Table 5.1.
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Protocol Image for log ID 83 of the MM dataset produced by the Sprecher 3D-log scanner

1. O-Top = Ovality measured at the top of the tree log.

2. O-Mean = Mean ovality of all ovality measurements.

3. O-L1021 = Ovality measured according to the ÖNORM L1021.

4. Curvature = Curvature of the log.

5. Taper = Taper of the log.

Table 5.2:

3D-Scanner Log Shape Measurements

5.6.1 Results
The statistical analysis was carried out by the pupils supported by their advisor's. Subsequently
the main results of the statistical analysis presented by the pupils, in their diploma thesis
Geistlinger et al. (2014), are summarized. The pupils subdivided their statistical analysis into
a correlation and a regression analysis.

5.6.1.1 Correlation Analysis
One major question in the project was to investigate if there is any relationship between the
reaction wood measurements on the log end face and the ovality log shape measurements
provided by the 3D log scanner.

The correlation plots are shown in Fig. 5.17.

For a better
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overview all correlation plots depicting the correlation between the ovality and reaction wood
measurements are coloured with a green background.

The yellow coloured plots show the

correlation just for reaction wood measurements from the log end face or the ovality measurements from the 3D log scanner. Results show that there is no remarkable correlation between

Correlation of ovality measured by the 3D log scanner and the two log end face reaction wood
measurements (Image source: Geistlinger et al. (2014)[p.45, modied])

Figure 5.17:

reaction wood measured on the log end face and ovality measured by the 3D log scanner
(green background). On the other hand, the results show that there is some correlation within
the dierent reactionwood and ovality measurements (yellow background). This leads to the
conclusion that ovality measured by the 3D-log scanner is not suited as a predictor for the
reaction wood content of a log.

Furthermore, correlations between reaction wood or ovality and other measurements were
assessed.

2

The corresponding correlation coecients (R ) are depicted in Table 5.3.

The

rst two rows in Table 5.3 show the correlation coecients between reaction wood (RWLength, RW-Area) and the eccentricity (E) log end face measurements.

The correlation for

2 = 0.44 and for RW-Area/E a value of R2 = 0.160 was observed.

RW-Length/E accounts R

These values show that there is at least a kind of correlation between the eccentricity and the
presence of reaction wood on log end faces.

The correlation for RW-Length/Curvature (R

2 = 0.159) is in the same range and shows that

there exists a minimal correlation between reaction wood on the log end face and the curvature
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R

2

Measurement 1

Measurement 2

RW-Length

E

0.244

RW-Area

E

0.160

RW-Length

Curvature

0.159

RW-Length

RW-Area

0.715

O-L2012

E

O-Top

O-Middle

Table 5.3:

0.00005
0.279

Correlation coecients for selected measurements

of the log. To be able to make an exact statement more data is required and the structure of
the data should be more balanced.

The MM testset basically consists of logs which show a

strong curvature and for a meaningful evaluation also logs with a low curvature are required.

Next, the correlation between the two log end face reaction wood measurements was assessed

2

which shows a correlation of R =0.715.

Compared to all other results, these measurements

are highly correlated. It can be stated that the simplied reaction wood measurement method
according to the Austrian grading rules is well suited.

The pupils also assessed if the 3D log scanner ovality measurement (O-L2012) correlates with
E. These two measures show clearly no correlation which conrms the results of the reaction
wood/ovality results.

Finally, the pupils assessed the correlation between the O-Top/O-Middle ovality measurements
of the 3D-log scanner which achieves a R

2 of 0.279. This correlation is also not that high and

shows that the ovality is not constant along the log length axis.

5.6.1.2 Regression Analysis
In the nal step a regression analysis was performed. For dierent congurations one dependent
and a set of independent variables were dened. In the regression analysis for each conguration
the best independent variables subset was determined.

RW-Length/Curvature Analysis

For this conguration the RW-Length was set as de-

pendent variable and dierent curvature measurements (not introduced in this thesis) from
the 3D log scanner measurements were set as independent variables. Except the middle curvature (given in %) all other curvature measurements were sorted out by SPSS using gradual
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2

Therefore, a correlation coecient of R =0.399 is achieved which is quite high

compared to the correlation analysis results.

5.6.1.2.1 RW-Length Regression Analysis
pendent variable.

As independent variables all available measurements were utilized.

gradual selection E,

In the

λ-Ellipse and O-Top were selected and together they achieve a correlation

2 of 0.773.

coecient R

Again the RW-Length was used as de-

Chapter 6
Conclusions

The aim of this diploma thesis was to acquire testset data for the TreeBio project (FWF TRP254). For this reason a graduate project at the higher technical college Kuchl was initialized and
accompanied.

Three pupils successfully processed the project.

completed a practical and a theoretical part.

Within the project the pupils

In the practical part two dierent CS-Image

datasets were captured at two dierent sawmills. In total 172 dierent logs were captured and
all CS-Images were annotated by the pupils.

For the practical part of the project the pupils

used the annotated data and log shape measurements from a 3D log scanner to perform a
statistical analysis. In this analysis relationships for the annotated properties and the log shape
measurements were investigated. Results showed no strong correlation between log end face
measurements and the 3D laser scanner measurements. However, the results showed that the
reaction wood measurement procedure dened by the Austrian grading rules produces reliable
results and correlates with the reaction wood area measurements.

As a practical component of this diploma thesis an annotation tool was developed which enables
to annotate CS properties in CS-Images.

Meta-information and the annotated groundtruth

information for each CS-Image is stored in a database. Within the TreeBio project the annotated datasets were already used for the experimental evaluation in two publications Schraml
et al. (2015b,d). Furthermore, the annotation tool was used to annotate further testsets which
were already utilized in Schraml et al. (2014b, 2015a).
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.1 Project Application HTL Kuchl
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.2 Project Timeline
Created by Michael Geistlinger, Michael Schober and Alexander Sampl
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.3 Project Meeting Report Example
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